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TRI-STATE DEFENDER
at., Jan. 7, 1955

195'5 Del's

Make

Itow

At Snakes' Holicla

Formal •

SOCIETY
Merry..
Go Round
By Emogene A. Watkins
- •

THE HEILLDAYS HAVE LEFT I of his friends and acqu.aintances
MANY fond memories for so many at a party in his honor on Thursof us. . .we can only hope that day, Dec. 29, given by his aunt,
this festive. .but sacred.. •period ' Mrs. H. A. Collins and cousin,
has helped us to face some of the Miss Grace Collins at their home.
A very delightful evening ensued
problems that a brand new year
thrusts upon us. Resolutions. . . with Miss Sylvia Sayles, piano and
like Brotherhood Week. . .die a voice major at Springfield Junior
sudden death in a relatively swift college in Illinois, entertaining the
period. . .with good intentions be- gathering with their favorite reing swapped for bad habits of old. quests. Guests participated in such
What to do about it? Make none enjoyable games as bridge, whist,
. .or if you do. . .make only roulette, scrabble and the usual
one, a really important one. . • party chatter. The hostess served
and perhaps share it with some- a delicious hot chop suey supper
one who can remind you now and and cocktails. A beautifully decorthen if yea get lazy about it. If ated Christmas tree gave the true
you keep. it secret, chances are Christmas atmosphere to the occasion.
1
that is the end of it."
•• *
A few of those present included
THE C. C. SAWYERS AND his sisters, Misses Marilyn and
THE THOMAS HAYES pooled Emogene Watkins, L. Alex Wiltheir natural talents as gracious son, his cousins Thomas and Julia
hosts, and entertained their mu- Collins, William and Gwendolyn
tual friends at one oi the gayest Luster of Cleveland, A- W. and
cocktail affairs of the holiday Annie Laurie Willis, Simon and
season on Monday, Dec. 36, The Gloria Howard, Hubon and Alice
fashionable Parkway residence of Sandridge, Lawrence and Erness
the Hayes was all a-twitter with Westley, Edwin. Prater, Ulysses
happy guests mingling in a par- Hunt. John and Juanita Poston,
ty mood! Colorful and very tasty Geraldine Pope and company, Wilhors d'ouevres created with the liam and Odessa Tate, Ruby Gadartistic touch of a cateress were ison, and a host of others.
* •
served posts from an attractively decorated table. The two Helens
IT WAS AN OLD-FASHIONED
were charming, with Mrs. Hayes GET TOGETHER when the Caffwearing a warm coral wool ac- rey Bartholomews entertained for
THREE OF the 21 lovely decented with gold dots all over... a number of out-of-town visitors
butantes who bowed formally
dence
on
Edith
at.,
Thursday,
Dec.
sleeveless; and Mrs. Sawyer in a last week. Miniature Christmas
at the Annual Cotillion of the
fteching white circular felt skirt trees made a festive looking motif 29. Gifts were exchanged among
Royal Coterie of Snakes, Tuesand matching top decorated with in gold, red and green as they the members. The delightfully preday night at
Parkay Ballpastel bows all over. The Mes- were placed throughout the house pared menu consisted of baked
room, form a pretty picture
Sawyers and Hayes attended the . . .Two foot-high trees brightly hams, scalloped potatoes, asparabar with professional finesse.
lit greeted the guests as they en- gus, tossed green salad, hot rolls,
Among the many gathering for tered. .•.and tall candles...glow- fruit cake and coffee. Assisting the
the holiday cheer were: Mrs. John ing. . .were surrounded by huge hostess were her 'sister, Mrs. Viola Parker and Mrs. Willie Smith.
Smith," Mrs. Sawyer's mother, Mrs. gay colored balls on the table.
Esther Brown, Miss Marilyn WatGuests were stunningly dressed Bridge prizes went to Miss Marykins, the Leroy' Youngs, the U. S. in everything from lace to satin della Reeves. Mesdames Adelaide
Bonds of Madison, Ark., Mrs. To- in most glamorous styles imag- Settles, Georgia Dancey, Nellie
lise Puritoy of Forrest City, Mrs. inable, as they danced to the mu- Humes and guests Callie Stevens,
Emma Green, Miss Clemmie sic of a three-piece combo fea- Cecelia Bowles and Warren HawBosley, Mrs. Charlesteen Myles. turing bongo drums. • .and dined kins. Other guests were Mesdames
the L. R. Taylors, .1. D. Springer. on a delicious menu of hot Creole Althea Price, Aretta J. Polk and
the C. M. Roulhacs, jr. with their Shrimp Gumbo Filet served buffet Elizabeth Scott. It was a gay
houseguests, Mr- and Mrs. Elbe style. Honored Nests inc ed the meeting!
Bettis of Washington, D. C., and Elbe Bettises of W
.
•
Chamberla a of
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Chamber- and the Mal
Ml. AND .
T. J. JOHNSON
lain of Baltimore; Mrs. Ann Ben- Ban" , Mrs. Esther W. Wil- had as their
ests, Mrs- Johnson and brother-in-law, the T. D. hams of Kansas City, Mrs. Mable son's sister, Mrs. Artimese GarCpshaws of Chattanooga, the E. R. Love of Nashville; Mrs.. Thel- rett, Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Hicks
R. Kirks, the 0. W. Picketts, the , ma West of Louisville, Ky., and and their two daughters, Jennifer
Joseph Shannons, the Caffrey Bar- her sister, Mrs. Beatrice West and Bills Beatrice. Mesdames
tholomews, the John Outlaws, the Scaags of Cleveland, and the E. Garrett and Hicks are teachers in
P. M. Jonses, the Harry Cashes, E. Forts of Detroit. It was a lively the Vicksburg, Miss. public
the Floyd Campbells, the Clai- affair!
schools. Mrs. Julia Rainey, of
borne Davises, Dr. and Mrs. C.
MRS. ADDIB JONES entertain- Vicksburg also visited, enroute
E.
Arthur
S. Jones, Dr. and Mrs.
ed with a wonderful breakfast at from Chicago.
* •
Horne, Dr. and Mrs. I. A. Wat- her residence on Tuesday mornson, jr., Dr. and Mrs. Vasco ing. Guests were served buffet
MRS. CECELIA BOWLES of
Smith, the A. Maceo Walkers. the stsle from a beautifully set table New York City visited with Mrs.
Emmett Simons, the George Ste- with its tempting fresh fruit cen- Nellie Humes on Edith st., and
yens, the Lewis Twiggs, the Philip terpiece- Ham, baby links, bacon her son, Arthur, jr. She is secBooths the Hollis Prices, the Law- .. .coffe. • .juice. . .hot rolls. .. retary of the Caribbean Section
WAITING FOR the music to
rence Westleys, the Alex Dumas, eggs. . .marmalade, and what- in the Division of Information from
the H. A. Gilliams, the Jesse Tur- have-you whetted the early morn- Non-Self governing territories of start, (left to right) Constance
ners, the Alonzo Weavers, Atty. • ing appetites of everyone! Out of the U. S. She returned home Wed- Greene, Joseph Matute, James
and Mrs. A. A. Latting, Atty. and town guests of honor were Miss nesday, Jan. 3.
* * *
Mrs. A- W. Willis, the William Barbara Little of Grand Rapids,
Rankins, the George Toles, the Ru- Mich., her god daughter, Miss
MRS. E M.'WILKINS was hapfus Gadisons, the Lonnie Briscoes, Vera Little, concert artist, Mes- py to have her house guest, her
the Marvin Tarpleys, the William dames Thelma West and Beatrice daughter, Mrs. Minnie Bell Bowles
Owens, Dr. and Mrs. Julian Kel- Scaags, Gladys and Elbe Bet- of Hampton Institute, Va. where
ski, Dr. and Mrs. A. B. Carter, tis, Mae and Malcolm Chamber- she is librarian.
**
Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Johnson, the lain. Others were: Rosa Robinson,
J. H. Rolands, the W. W. (An- Hollis, and Althea Price, Ethel THE VANCE AVENUE YWCA
ions, Edwin Prater, the Russell Venson, Johnetta Kelso, Esther was the scene of a happy and
Sugarmons, the Johnny Arnolds, Brown, Alma Booth and Nellie; very beautiful party on Thursday,
the J. L. Brinkleys. Dr. E. A. Roulhac.
Dec. 29 when the following ladies
• •
Witherspoon, Dr. and Mrs. E.'
entertained a few of their friends;
Frank White, the Wm. Nabors and I THE OLD ACQUAINTANCE Mrs. D. H. Westbrook, Mrs. EdChaplain and Mrs. L. A. Thigpen. BRIDGE club is probably the new- ward McGinnis, Mrs. R. L. Thom**s
est group in our midst. . .but the as, and Mrs. W. B. Woods.
1 SPENDING CHRISTMAS IN members are the oldest of friends.
The most delicious punch was
THE BLUFF CITY were: Mrs. They met recently at the home of served with an equally tasty salad
0.,
Cleveland.
of
Reynolds
Carlee
the hostess. Jean Smith, 1931 Ben- and a wide variety of attractively
with her brother and his family, ford. Co-hostess was Delores Pud- prepared hors d'ouevres, pickles,
the Birdell Jacksons, sr. .Mrs. nell. Christmas...naturally...dm-I olives, cookies etc. Guests includVersie Moore of Chicago, visiting tated the menu and decor, with I ed Mesdames H. M. Adams, Jenher sister, Mrs. Alberta Fowler verything in the gayest order. nie Tarpley, Rivers King, J. D.
. . .Miss Maude Dancey of In- urkey and dressing were served Samuels, R. L. Siggers, Marion S.
dianapolis, visiting the Andrew with the traditional courses and Mayo, L. C. Lamar, Lovie Lewis
Danceys. . .Mr. and Mrs. T D. hot coffee. Guests on this occas- Lois C. Lane, T. J. Johnson and
Upshaw of Chattanooga, visiting ion were: Lila Dumas and Do- her sister. L. A. Garrett, of Vickstheir sister-in-law. Mrs. Ann F. lores Cole. who won guest prizes: burg, Gladys Sharpe, C. M. RoulBenson. . .Mrs. Ruby M. Muse Alice Harris. Thelma Johnson and hac. Rebecca Byrum. Bernadine
and Mrs. Edna M. Cook of Evan- Augustine Pickett.
Holmes, Charlesteen Myles, Gerston, Ill, visiting their aunt, Mrs.
The meetings are held monthly trude Armstrong, Ruby Greene, C.
Margaret Annett, and cousin. Mrs. and the roster includes: E. C. V. Bartholomew, -Emerson Able,
Smith of Magnolia Sundry. . .Mr. Young, president: Marie Taylor, and Mildred Crawford.
and Mrs. Elbe Bettis of Washing- secretary: Elsie Thomas, corres•
ton, D. C. and Mr. and Mrs. Ma)- ponding secretary-treasurer: Jean , THE WILLIAM BURTONS OF
colm Chamberlain of Baltimore. Smith reporter; 'Mareelene Turn-' 2963 Wren entertained more than
Md.. houseguesting with the Chriser. Ann Nicholson. Delores Purnell 60 guests at their home on Wedtopher Roulhacs, jr. . .Mr- and and Georgia Stewart. Members nesday, Dec 28. The buffet style
SMILING BUDS it one out
Mrs. E. E. Fort of Detroit, guests winning at bridge were: Elsie service was accentuated by the
and relive the thrill of their
of the A. Maceo Walkers. . .Mrs Thomas and E. C. Young.
captivating centerpiece which conEsther A. Williams of Kansas'
s
sisted of a roasted pig with apple
City, and Mrs. Maisie Robinson I A GALA COCKTAIL PARTY in mouth and a huge turkey,
Love, visiting Mrs. William s' was the way the SKC Bridge club around which all the delicious
mother, Mrs. Dave Washington.. • entertained a few of their many trimmings were placed. Guests
NEW YORlt, Dec — (INS) —
Ally.'and Mrs. Wm. Luster of friends on Tuesday. Dec. 27, at
sipped eggnog as they .listened to
Cleveland, visiting her family. the the Universal lounge. Of course t h e musical offerings of Harold Top on the list of double-duty
Edwin Joneses..Mrs. Thelma West there was a buffet service, ..beau- Corps!, Osville Cash and Helen items in 1955 was the convertible
of Louisville, and Mrs. Beatrice I tiful Christmas ced. • .green floral Sawyer. Among the many guests sofa-bed.
(West) Scaags of.Cleveland. Ohio, beauey. . .and a handsome snow- present were: Mrs. Frances, PpThe trend was toward a lighter
houseguesting with their cousins. man, who presided over the pro- ues, Prof. and Mrs. Armour
of look. Manufacturers thought up
the Oscar Jerses on Kansas st., ceedings from his stand in the
Collierville, Lillie Qualls, Rev, and trick ideas of both design and engulf( Henry and Ivy Conerway of
center of the attractive t a b 1 e. Mrs. A. McEWen Williams, Rob- gineering to get these pieces' off
Detroit, visiting their families There were so many guests and
.
ert Waller, Mrs. Eliza Falls, Mr.
floor and into the less bulky
here . . . Miss Sylvia Sayles of members having a jolly time and Mrs. Haynes Jones, Mrs. Myr- the
looicn
r Le
t
gtnese
f
Champaign, Ill., visiting her uncle, over cocktails and conversation tie Bell. Prof. and Mrs. Harry
models
were
slim
and sometimes
and aunt the A. G. Shields. ,,
put
couldn1
I
know
just
that I
Cash, Miss Grace Donaldson, Mrs * ••
I them all here, but a few of the Mabel Johnson, Mr. and Mrs
1-LT. THOS. H. WATKINS, JR., invited guests were: John and Jimmy Collins. Mrs. Annibelle Dahorn/ on leave from'Sampson AFB Walterine Outlaw Andrew and vis, Mrs, A. Fowler, Mr. and Mrs.
in Ceneva, N. Y., greeted a host Georgia Dancey, Jack and Mary Burrell Clark, Mrs. Aline FrankRoberts, the Curtis Williamses. lin, Mrs. Ann Benson, Mrs. LuJohnetto Kelso, Vernita DOggett, cinda Harris of New York, Prhf. l
rAll Color$ end Colo,
i
,
Corvlbnot,,,
'
the W. T. McDaniels, theJ J. D. and Mrs. N. Watkins•of GermanTurners, the Wm. Lusters, the E. town. Tenn., and a host of others.
A. Witherspoons, the Sam Qualls,
NURCN FU1NINKAI1floi
Igloott,
Pews
Leyte.,
Thomas Harrises. t h e S a in
Tobie Soon
FAST ACTING
*el fee, et
' Browns, the Sam McAnultys and aped',
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
'many others.
Relief of
Lewes, From AvallObl*
Wrtla fo. Cotalkmwe
• *
t(14 Poplar of Caudertial•
0
THE SEMPRE FIDELIS CLUB
LIQUID
SPRINGER
FASHION UNIFORMS
1-4341
WASH 2 0 C
members were entertained by
ATLANTA 3 GA
or
•
SIOMS.
f
77 Alaborne St SW
sminnonammesigirmasso& hostess Mabel Hudson at her real-, Miseries
T NB tref-S

A

as they chat with escorts following the presentation. Left
to right) Doris Shropshear, William Lester, Joseph Chandler,
Lois Shropshear, Judy Albrit-

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

COLD

ZER0-1

Jones, wife of the president of
the Royal Coterie of Snakes,
as Miles Conley looks on.

A CURTSY and a smile and
Yvonne Campbell is ready to
join the 20 other buds who bowed formally with her at the
Christmas bell of the
oyal

Coterie of Snakes. Presenting
the debutants is Theodore
Jones, president of the organization.

ton (foreground) and Edward
Jourdain
The Christmas
ball, presented for the 18th
year, is one of the social highlights of the holiday season.

Dinner Ware
Turns Elegant

Williams and Melba Ingram
are set to step onto the ballroom floor as the defutants

enjoy their first whirl of the
season.

Elect:rical—Wkring
CALL

NEW YORK, Dec. — (INS) —
Elegance is becoming the byword
of the home fashion industry — it
certainly applies to decorative accessories for 1956.
Dinnerware pieces for the corning year will favor center designs,
rather than border deco. Barware
will be rich looking, with an emphasis on crystal effects!
Real
crystal pieces will accent crisp
cutting and lower stems.
The Oriental influenc,t is seen in
colors used in several dinnerwarel
lines — for instance, a gold design on either a black or coral
background.

FRED G. JONES
155 N. CLEVELAND
PHONE 1312 6-6041
Over 30 Years

LOANS
AUTOS - FURNITURE
EQUIPMENT
•
There is a reason why people
like to do business with as. It
Is our prompt, friendly service,
courteous treatment and desire
to help you.
•

DIXIE
FINANCE

COMPANY

152 MADISON

AVE.

PHONE JA 5-7614
Homo Owned Homo Operatitill

Baked while yousleep
t-x
v‘
C..,.
0
.
411°.

formal bow. (Left to right)
Eileen Edwards. Rosalie Llor-

ens, Ruth Perry and Marlene
Collymore hold cotillion nose-

Box Springs In New Sofa Bed

RI CHOIR & PULPIT
GOWNS

A PRETTY smile is beamed
by Arlene Pierce (left) on
white-orchided Mrs. Theodore

curved and clawed for a period ,
look.
The biggest comfort innovation
for '55 was the introduction of a
convertible sofa-bed that combined
foam rubber mattress with box
springs.
.
4
Sea pressure reaches seven tons
per square inch at a depth of 6
mites

CAN YOU USE

CASH'
CITY FINANCE
MORE

GROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
"WHERE FOLKS LIKE YOU
GET PREFERENTIAL
SERVICE"

The CLUB EBONY
• SPECIALIZING IN' GOOD FOOD •
SEAFOODS - STEAKS - CHOPS
SHORT ORDERS - SANDWICHES
ORCHESTRA - DANCING NIGHTLY
Catering To Parties And Clubs
ANDREW MITCHELL, OWNER

500 Beale Avenue

JA 5-2873

gays as they exchange views.

°ilk

fb

A lovely wedding on Christmas
Day united in marriage, Miss
Emma Pearl Blackwell, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles A Blackwell, of 1337 Breedlove, a n d
Charles Arthur Hollowell, son of
Mrs. A. J. Johnson of 2143 Lyons,
and the late Rev. Percy Hollowell.
The ceremony o as performed by
Rev. H. Robinson at the home
of the bride's parents before a
picturesque backgrottod of white
gladioli, carnations, roses, a n d
glowing white tapers, interspersed
with greenery.
A program of nuptial music was
presented by William Allen jr.., at
the organ, and Miss N ad oly n
Stubbs, soloist.
The bride, given in nianiage by
her father, wore a gown of crystal white French chantilly Lace
and nylon tulle over taffeta. The
full skirt ended in a chapel train
. .while her veil of illusion fell
from a Juliet cap of lace showered
with seed pearls and sequins. She
carried a beautiful bouquet of
white roses and baby breath.
Miss Erma Westley was maid of
honor, wearing a waltz length
dress of rose colored taffeta. The
bridesmaids wore waltz length
dresses of blue taffeta. They were
Mrs. Julius Knight and Miss La
Francine Stewart. Oscar Hollowell
attended his brother as best man.

Mr. an.I Mrs. Wilmer Stockton, ••
of 901 Polk ave., announce the encnt of their daughter, Min
De!ores Claudia Stockton, to Fredcritic M. McVoy of Chicago, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrenc_ McVey,
sr., of Pensacola, Fla.
The beide4dect was graduated
from B. T. Washington High
school, and received the Bachelor
of Science degree from Tennessee
State university. She is a mem- •
ber of the faculty of n. T. Washington High school.
The groom-to-he was graduated
train the USA. Prep School, Stew,
art Field, New York and B. T.
Washington high school, Pensacola,
Fla. lie attended Tennessee
State Mk ersity. Mr. McVoy is asF.ociated with his brother in the
manisnient of Balch Real Estate
Company in Chicago.

HOLLOWELL - BLACKWELL
NUPTIALS — Miss Emma
Pearl Blackwell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs: Charles Blackwell, and Charles Arthur Hollowell, son of Mrs. A. J. Johnson, were married in a lovely

Kappa's Elect Wilson
ENTERTAIN AT GAY FORMAL DANCE — These charming ladies, menibers of t he
LITTLE CLUB observed their
fifth anniversary with a formal
dance on Tuesday, Dec. 27, at
the Flamingo Room. Lovely in
snowy white short formal

gowns, they were hostesses to
several hundred persons . .
with their choices of lace, tulle,
net for their bouffant dresses,
bringing them many compli.
'smuts. Front, left to right:
Mrs. Carlee Bodye, Mrs. Velma Burlison, Mrs. Margaret

Thoinpson. Standing: left to
right: Mary Frields. Mrs. ('loteal Shackelford, Mrs. Lorene
McCollins, Mrs. Bennie Fay
Gardner. Mrs. Annie Jean
Steinberg, Mrs. Sally Thomas
and Mrs. N'elma Johnson. (Withers Photo.)

One of the gayest of holiday parties was given Wednesday, Dec.
28 by the Alpha Alpha chapter of
Alpha Gamma Chi sorority at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Matthew
Gray, of 1816 Greenview Circle.
Guests of honor were Sorors Odezale Harvey of St. Louis, and Lillian Wallace of E• St. Louis: and
Mrs. Lorene Withers of Washington, D. C.

A gold and green motif was carried out in the table decor. The
table was overlaid with an imported lace cloth in yellow carnations
in delicate china compotes, with
matching candelabra holding
green tapers formed a beautiful
centerpiece.
Guests were received in the living room decorated in holiday red
with poinsettias and carnations

greeting from
placed at vantage points in the' vey, who brought
in St. Louis,
chapters
AGC
the
nog,
egg
d'ouevres
room. Hors
Roberts,
Mary
Wallace,
Lillian
wine and cake were served.
Willye Maye Smith and Ruby
EARLY ARRIVALS
Arriving early were S.o r ors Mae Greene.
Gifts were exchanged with each
Mary L. Green, Ernestine Hutcherson, Evelyn McAnulty, Gladys member exclaiming joy as s h e
opened her gift. Alpha Alpha chapMiller, Natlyn Johnson, M i I
Johnikan, and Mrs. Lorene WifF-7 ter of Alpha Gamma Chi sorority
ers. Other sorors attending were: extends best wishes to all of their
Sorors Ann Hickman, Odezzie Har- friends for a Happy New Year!

f,

CLUMBUS. Ohio — C. Rodger
Wilson of Chicago, was re-elected
grand polemarch of Kappa Alpha
Psi fraternity at its 45th grand
chapter meeting here. Atlanta was ,
selected as the meeting place for
the 1956 session.

home ceremony on Christmas
Day. Rev. II. Robinson officiated. The wedding party includ—
ed Mrs. Julius Knight, Miss
La Fram•ine Stewart, brides.
maids, Oscar Hollowell. best

man, the bride and groom,
Charles Blackwell. bride's father. Rev. H. Robinson and Miss
Erma Westley. maid of honnr.
The couple will reside at 2119
Lyons. (Withers Photo.)
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eyes.
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use.
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for
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your
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wipe
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nursery
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nursery shelves with many pro- require no laundering.
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make
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them
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not only more economically but ply
of fibres catch the White house and U. S. Treasur
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mama, wise shopper that she has sty cotton drip-pro
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to
appear
not
building do
1•1 Sherodan Boulevard
proved herself to be, can start every single drop and dribble, nerstones,
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applying the cargo just where you
giving advice to grandma!

Walker Sisters
To Cincinnati

Sigmas Reelect,
Dr. Flemmings
As President

Girls --Women

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — (ANP) —
Dr. George D. Flemmings, unanAbsorbent cotton is one of the
imously reelected National Presi- supplies's that take the biggest ,
dent of Phi Beta Sigma fraternIty bite, out of the nursery budget'
at the 41st anniversary conclave because it is. used so frequently
held in 6.ouisvilla last week, has for a great number of things. ,
announced the reappointment of Since it is important therefore '
two officers.
both as a necessity and as an
William E. Doar, Jr., of Brook- expense, mother will welcome
lyn, for the past seven years na- news of a new kind of fuzz-less
tional executive secretary, was ap- cotton that is convenient, efficient ..nd economical.
pointed for a three year term.
The other appointee is Dr. W. This new type of lintless cotton
H. Pipes, editor of the Crescent, Is found exclusively in Coets, the
official magazine of Phi Beta Sig- handy quilted cotton squares that
ma. Dr. Pipes is dean of Philan- speed up so many nursery chores.
der Smith college and former pres- Thought a unique "coet-icized"
ident of Alcorn college. His term process, Coets have now been
made' lintless so that you can
of office is two years.

ALPHA GAMMA CHI SORORITY ENTERTAINS — These
very lovely ladies, sorors of
Alpha Alpha chapter of Alpha
Gamma Chi sorority, entertained visiting sorors in a festive
setting during the holidays. In

the circle, left to right: See.
rors Natlyn Johnson, Miley
Johnikan, Odenie Harvey of
St. Louis, Mrs. Lorene Withers,
of Washington, D. C., Sorors
Evelyn McAnulty, and Mary
right, Sorors Ann Hickman,

WALLACE JOHNSTON Appliances

brings you
G.E.'s NEW LIGHTWEIGHT TV
THE MOST USEFUL TV EVER!

Willye Mae Smith, Lillian Wallace of E. St. Louis, Ernestine
Hutcherson, Ruby Greer,
Gladys Mille r, Etmestine
Gray, and Mary Lou Green.
(Withers Photo).

querade Balls, Fashionettas, presented some nationally known artists, and produced several plays
which have been looked forward
to from year to year. The plays
will be resumed in later projects.
Support for these projects has
senting Memphis' first Beaux Arts
made possible contributions to Le
Ball on Feb. 3 at Club Ebony.
Bonheur Hospital, Oakville SanitoThe Beaux Arts Ball originated rium. and scholarship to
high
with the Institute of Design in New school graduates and college stuYork. Emphasis was placed on dents.
costumes which exemplified variTHREE YEAR AWARD
ous forms of art such as the
Currently, a three year scholardrama, painting, music, the dance,
ship is being offered to a student
and stulpture. Today the Beaux
Arts Ball is popular in several cit- nurse at E. H Crump Memorial
from the Beaux
ies including New York, Detroit, hospital. Proceeds
and Chicago. The affair is eagerly Arts Ball will aid this and other
health and charity projects
anticipated in each of these laces worthy
sorority.
the
of
the
of"
because
linusual costumes
The sorors feel that Memphifor which prizes are awarded.
ans are ready and will enjoy an
YEALY AID
elaborate Beaux Arts Ball. CosIn order to contribute yearly to tume. .. be unusual, and artistic.
aid others, Alpha Kappa Alpha so- A Beaux Arts Ball is really fun
rority has sponsored benefit Mas- to attend. . .so make plans now!

•Beaux Arts Ball Slated
For Club Ebony Feb. 3
Beta Epsilon Omega chapter of

Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority is
making elaborate plans for pre-

City's Preps
Open League
Play, Jan. 10
Following Is a tentative basketball slate for the Memphis Prep
league.
January 10, Manassas vs Melrose and Booker T. Washington
vs St. Augustine.
January 12, Melrose vs Hamilton and Douglas vs St. Augustine.
January 17, Booker T. Washington vs Hamilton.
January 19, Hamilton vs Manassas.
February 2, St. Augustine vs.
Melrose and Manassas vs Douglas.
February 7, Booker T. Washington vs Manassas and Hamilton vs
Douglas.
February 9, Booker T. Washington vs St. Augustine and Manassas vs Melrose.
February 14, Hamilton vs. Melrose and Douglas vs. St. Augustine.
February 16, Booker T. Washington vs Hamilton.
February 21, Booker T. Washington vs Douglas and Hamilton
vs Manassas.

S. Africa Bans Digest
Published In London
JOHANNESBURG, S. Africa —
The Africa Digest, published
monthly by the Africa Bureau in
London, has been banned by the
South African government. Widely
read, it was available in most pub-I
lie libraries.

ALL AROUND THE HOUSE!
rruaLLv is one-third smaller than any other TT
of its type. Take it on trips. From room to room.
Out on the terrace. Anywhere there's an outlet.
Features rugged built-to-travel cabinet, built-iw
antenna. Dynapower speaker, '2-way interference
protection. In cordovan finish, Model 14T007.

A

Won The Hearts

of Thousandiof Kiddies!
(No. 3951 23 inches toll. Miss
Suntan. Take her by th• hand.
She walks with you. Head turni
as she walks. This all plastic doll
hos moving eyes. Opened mouth.
Pointed lashes. Picolay dress.
Shoes and sox. Saran wig that
con b• washed, curled and re
styled.
ONLY

aThe two-tone series frith 4
new car look. Center handle is
aluminum. Available in terra
cottii& ivory (Model 14T00111
or gray & ivory (Modal
14T008).., one low priee
14-inch TV!

$15.00

THESE DOLLS COME AS
DESCRIBED BELOW
Mode • of soft stuffed body,
latex arms, legs and head.
Sleeping eyes, painted lashes,
wig that can be washed, combed
and restyled. Slip, ninon dresses,'
shoes and sox.
No. 2 16 inches tall
No. 372 18 inches tall
No. 373 20 inches tall
No. 374 23 inches tall
• C.O.D. you pay postage
• Send full amount, we
Pay
• Write For Catalog
• Agents Wanted

.7
.us

5

$4.98
$5.49
$7.98
$8.98

We Carry Our Own Notes And Contracts
• TWO LOCATIONS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

ti SALE Co.

3447 50. INDIANA AVE.
CHICAGO .16, hIt.

2268 PARK at
Lamar-Airways Shopping Center
33-8507

Westside Matron Points Way
To Youth Problem Solution

`4•11111111P

•

• WITH THE FESTIVE yule season still
a bright memory, this seems an appropriate
time to tell a Christmas Story which is lived
52 weeks of the year. It is the story of a
widow, recently bereft of her only son, who
has opened her heart and home to some 50

youngsters in her community. She is Mrs.
Emma Lawler, 1529 Sawyer ave., in Chicago, who last July organized children in her
Westside community. The group is known
as the Young Girls Training club.

• THE YOUNGSTERS meet weekly in their
benefactor's basement, which she converted
into club rooms for their sole use. Under her
kindly and inspiring supervision they learn
the crafts, are taught to cook and sew. Bible
study is also included and choral group sing-

ing. Defender Photographer Cleo Lyles and
Reporter Shaun Perry attended Mrs Lawler's Christmas Party f or her -children."
They tell the Lawler story, a heartwarming
solution to the widely decried delinquency
problems.

• PHOTO LEFT: Shirley Mason, winner of
the perfect attendance award, shows a toy
she made to her mother, Mrs. Grace Mason.
Alsa admiring her handiwork are Mesdames
Bessie Gordan and Nola Carey. two parents
who were guests at the party, Shirley also is
leader of the younger boys and girls play

group. Below: Lottie Johnson tries one of
her hand crocheted hats on pal, Doris Hersey. Appreciative audience includes (from
left) Brenda Cooksie, Lola Williams, Barbara Wilson, Mary Ethel Conley and Flora
Moncure.

• • • a

•
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The Food Was 'Yummy', There Was
Plenty Of it, The Kiddies Agreed
THE' CAME BACK for seconds ... and thirds, too, if
they wanted them. Sharing the feast of delicious turkey
dinner with all the trimmings is youngsters mentor, confidante and friend. Photo a bov e: Mrs. Lawler accepts a

Christmas plate from Hilda Moncure, a junior member of
her Young Girls Training Group. The group of smaller boys
and girls surrounding Mrs. Lawler are members of a recently formed auxiliary.

• ORGANIZED ORIGINALLY to in;truct teen-age girls
in organized recreation, the Young Girls Training Group
also induces the Artistic Young Singers, whose talents are
in demand at teas and on church programs. Activities also

include trips to the beaches and parks when the w ather
permits. There is a fund for the sick of the neighboihood,
who receive cards of cheer.

'410 EXHIBITING WITH pride iphoto above, right) the
fashions they designed and made themselves are (left]
Irma Gordon. who admires dress and coat created by Arneda Moncure. Barbara Gordon is wearing a jumper made by

Irma. Other members of the Young Gies Training Club are
Barbara Wilson. Dorothy Wilson, Florence Butler, Lottie
Johnson. Gwendolyn Williams, Mary Conley, Aguainetto
Moline and Mamie Jones.
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SPRING 1956 news from the
New York cillections is a 'big
story'; (left photo) newly.

placed bows for accent and
dash; (left center) fuller-inback skirts, soft, sheer and

graceful; (center right) sheath
skirts, curvaceous and straight

and angular: (right photo)
dropped shoulder lines reflect.

Curtain Set To Rise On The 1956
fashion's Big Story'In New York
' The entire fashion world and its "Soignee," new fashion adjective proudest phrase in both the day
s
willing slaves (and what lovely to describe the look of tomorrow, and evening fashion; embroiderie
and hard with Chinese, Turkish or Spanish
that
longtime
replacing
lady isn't a slave at Dame fashfavorite,
working
"elegant": inspiration — a favorite motif on
ion) breathlessly awaits the open- "Soignee" means perfectly groom- everything from shorts to balling of the Couture Group of the ed as well as perfectly dressed. gowns.
New York Dress Institute's 26th
WATCH FOR ... a field day
WATCH FQR ... the strong reTational Press Week. January 8
and for flowers, from tiny rosebuds
of
the
suit
short
jacket
turn
14, in New York, when the curof the three-qua- to giant poppies, flowers decorate
amn will rise on what Milady shall the continuation
ter and seven-eights length coat. clothes of every description in
Wear in 1956.
WATCH FOR • . . fluttering prints, applique, embroidery and
' But (spite the veil of secrecy semi-attached
panels, floating trimming.
which surrounds all activities prior overskirts. fluid draperies, slashed
' 'WATCH FOR ... 'Proportionto the showings, hints have been sides on coats, jackets and skirts,
ed" collars and necklines — part
given of some fashion points to and sashes with long ends, all
of the be-kind-to-everybody theme
watch for.
making motion an integral part of fashion in the variety of shape
'
And, here they are.
the design.
kind depth of neckline, from high
WATCH FOR . . .the inlluence
WATCH FOR . . . a flurry of shallow to low and dangerous.
of special times and far away flounces, in skirts, in coats, in litWATCH FOR . . . great emplaces — French Directoire, Eng- tle wraps. They range from nar- phasis on the finished costumes —
lish Regency. the first decade of row and smooth to giant and very hat, glove's, shoes and dress or
the 20th Century, and Asi a— full.
suit made for each other, and
••• from Turkey to India to Japan;
WATCH FOR ... sheer spend - often made to match.
the soft, loose hut clinging and
WATCH FOR . . colors to vior in fabrics, from deluxe cottons
high-bosorned dresses worn by and polished feather weight wool- brate like the colors in a modern
Josephine when the young Napo- ens to handpainted silk organza; painting or an Oriental bazaar —
leon courted her, the high sashes
pure silks that look like worsted; strong blues, garden greens, tawny
and huge sleeves of England -when
conttons as thin and lustrous as browns, and honey beiges and
the Prince Regent and his friend silk;
woolens an dsilks with a nub- pinks with both the mauve and
Beau Brummell ruled fashion, and bed texture glossed over by a golden cast most often seen; neulong narrow princesse dresses of
smooth downy surface; sheer trals dramatized by strong cone 1900s Out of the East come
porous weeds and worsteds; pap- trasts; black or navy slashed with
Mrarem hemlines, narrow semi- er
thin flannels and chiffon broad- white; beige with black and so
flared Oriental coat shape, man- cloth; many thick coatings so on. Color is always handled bolddarin necklines, kimono sleeves light weight the entire coat rests ly; the pale, wishwashy approach
and collars, obi waistlines and a on one hand; pure silk still the is out.
strange blend of Far Eastern colors.
WATCH FOR • .. fashion in
a fickle mood, flirting with both
the slim and full silhouette and
sometimes changing her mind in
the middle of a dress. Sheaths are
both curvaceous and straight and
angular; tunic dresses and long
torso dresses drop the waistline
to the hipbone or thigh and Directoire and Regency dresses raise
it to the armhole; there are
sheaths covered hy panels or overskirts for double-feature effects;
there are full skirts that float or
stand out crisply: there are coats
that fall straight or almost indent
and coats that enfold, and wrap
like a double blanket out in a
ant circle.
WATCH FOR . . • terse understatement in the daytime silhouette, with all-out feminine frou
frou or siren allure at night.
WATCH FOR . . . a hint of
cubism in the silhouette; many
curves become planes as the silhouette sweeps in a straighter
line; many narrow panels at front
and back, and fullness often held
by squared-off invertsd pleats under the arm: the effect, though
soft, is definitely more of a cube
than a tube.
WATCH FOR . . . a great deal
going on behind your back: the
front of most costumes remains
strictly simple, but the back almost always intrigues the eye with
shape, drape or decoration; from
the merest flicker of a godet at
the hemline to massed fullness in
bodice or skirt, the silhoutte
weeps back, and rows of buttons
Ir bows center trimming behind.
WATCH FOR . . . the word
Aft

il

*

BEEF SUPPLIES
The steak-eaters of America can
look forward to another happy
year of abundant sirloins, tenderloins, etc. The U. S. Department
of Agriculture predicts that beef
will be plentiful in 1956, with output expected to near 1955's record
production of 13.6 billion pounds.

WHITE SILK—Maurice Rentages pure white silk chiffon
with a lavish hand for this evening gown completely draped

in slenderizing lines. An oversized hem-to-hem stole in irridescent silver-green silk taffeta adds a dramatical touch.

ing the dominant style influence of special times and

far away places. All are sponsored by New York designers

for Spring 1956. — Photographs courtesy Couture Group

of the New York Dress Institute.

Winter Vacations In Tropic Climes
Turn Thoughts To Cottons, Shoes

family predominantly.
With winter vacations in tropic matching heel and vamp motif, brown
are the pale
importance
in
Next
embroidery,
stitching,
s,
stud
increasingly
c 1 liii e a becoming
oriental
colors
finally
and
inpastels
Leathers
oic.
leathers,
popular, the first cold blasts start stacked
in hot orange, turquiose, and gold.
plain
the
from
everything
clude
about
thinking
woman
a
many
Ad d aU this to lightness in
summer cottons an d tropical and simple aniline and matte
flexibility in construction
weight,
and
grains
fine
the
'calf. through
leather shoes.
for every occasion—
designs
deand
any
almost
in
leathers
printed
of
Shoe departments in all parts
cocktail, formal
country,
town.
leathers
Suede
conceivable.
sign
the country have already started
particularly in and leisure — and you have the
comeback
a
make
You'll
Springtime.
blooming like
leather shoe picture you can rethe new soft pastel shades.
find counters brimming over
offsort to (a pun) with perfect conand
white
from
range
Colors
with colorful tropical Iiihtweight
pate_ beige to fidence.
the
throuah
white,
of
rray
leathers in a fascinating
resort shoes for every occasion.
Ideal for a winter trip, they'll be
used again come the Easter Parade and summer vacation.
One thing you'll find that all
these wonderful new tropical
leather shoes have in common —
and that is the silhouette with the
disappearing shank. It is dressed
up in such wide variety of treatments, however, that its become as basic as the pump.
The new low throat line seems
to he the most popular 'style.
You'll find it worked into sling
backs and open toes, dressed up
the 26th National
sounded
LINGERIE collars are a
printed grain and smooth
Group
in
Couture
of
Week
Press
New
Spring PrA tec•nd in the
set off with many differleathers,
InstiDress
York
New
of the
York collections and expected
designs including plaids, paisent
it:.
to
8
January
tute,
notes
fashion
the
of
one
to be
ley prints, checkerboards and
striped patterns—all in leather,
The mule-type shoe is also In
great abundance, many of them
featuring dressmaker detailing
and draping achieved by the use
of tropical weight kid, calf and
The most frequently neglected pair of sturdy ruggedly grained suede leathers.
choice.
Another feature in most of
item in a woman's travel ward- pigskin the best possible
view, these resort leather shoes is the
robe are gloves, according to From the safety point of
leading fashion authorities on based on recent scientific test- range of perforated treatments,
general many of which are done in me"what to wear where." They point ings, leather gloves in
particular provide dallion -type designs. These are
in
pigskins
and
you're
trip
the
whether
that,
out
the wheel used in matching design on both
planning is long or short, for the firmest grip on
against the toe and vamp of the shoe.
business or pleasure, a wise and and are wise insurance
highway.
the
on
hazards
Especially noteworthy is the preof
One
investment.
versatile
female
fortunate
a
you're
If
valence of perforations on the
as(2)
these should be a short semi-c
the ride with- new lower-heel shoes.
ual cape leather glove in a neu- just going along for
responsibilities, Heels continue to make news. A
tral celer which you can wear out any driving
of smart g000d many of them highlight a
pairs
two
find
you'll
either with your traveling cosmorning.
tume or with a fresh change of leather gloves by
enough
clothes when you make hotel or (4) Should you be lucky
vacawinter
extended
an
sightseeing stopovers during your to rate
changes
trip. The other should be a pair of tion requiring frequent
three pairs
fine kid leathers in the new el- in costume, take along
thers in colors
bow length to wear for dress-up of the LatinderLea
spark up
after arriving at your destine- which blend with or
you over all wardrobe. You'll
wash that
ioif you're planning to take to find them so easy to
immaucuand
perfectly
be
unyou'll
luxurious,
make
to
or
air
)
3.
(n
the
youi
through
right
gloved
lately
to
want
hurried trip by train, and
practically
look spanking fresh when you vacation. And you'll
having not
alight, cliouse a pair of the new give the illusion of
pairs of "The first thing to consider in
dozen
three
three—but
washable Laundercompletely
your travel buying a hat is not the color and
Leather kidskins in either white fresh, new gloves in
the trimming but the shape of the
or in a color to coordinate with wardrobe.
of
pair
a
choose
might
hat—how it looks on YOU, in reYou
show
your costume. Should they
leather in lation to your own face structhe slightest sign of soil, you'll be freshly-styled glace kid
called lem- ture." says Lilly Dache, famous
able to wash them and hang a brilliant new color
black and fashion and beauty authority, in
your
up
spice
to
peel
them up to dry in the washroom on
clothes, a pair of the current issue of PAGEANT
or in your roomette as easily as neutrally toned
leather magazine.
your nylon hose. They'll be dry fur-button length white
and
pastels,
with
wear
The right hat can balance the
to
and fresh as new high-in-the pullons
black elbow- shape of the face and help to make
sky or down to earth, a pair of a pair of glistening
dramatic even the square face and the
DESIGNER
PROMINENT
smart leather gloves are not only length gloves to add a
costumes. round face appear to be more
a fashion-must but extremely note to your cocktail
If American Designer Zelma Golden of Graf:orals has her way, we
like the ideal oval.
practical as well. This is especialgals are going to live in an aura of romance this new year! Designed
article
the
hints
the
of
Some
ht
ly true of the new feather-weig
to be frankly feminine, Pattern M219 features a widely-becoming
gives, for each face type are:
100'7'0 washable leathers in varineckline above a billowy princess skirt. This Empire-princess is a
with
bulk
hat
a
ose
Square—cho
easily
are
which
textures
ous
the men can't seem to resist — a line that makes every woman
line
comes
that
one
preferably
and
washerizc: overnight in your train
newly eliding. In pure silk taffeta, M219 is sure to capture adfeel
face.
the
ove:
roomette or hotel room.
Many a smart lady will tote sad- forward
miring glances on the dance floor. In textured silk, under the spell
never
never,
d
wear
Long—shoul
trip
during
a
carry.
planing
to
you're
If
dle bags if she's got a lot
Shallow crown and of starry night, yeu'll feel like a belle who's stepped from the pages
the months ahead, the fashion exThe latest thing is a four-in -one a high crown.
of a romantic novel. PIcture Zelma Golden's exquisite Original Ia
perts offer the following sugges- saddle bag that serves as an over- wide brim minimize the face
print shantung. linen, fine cotton too—light and lovely!
length.
travel
bag
your
hand
choosing
tions for
night hag if double, a
Pattern M219 is available in Misses' Sizes 10, 12, 14, 18, 18 Ansi
to
small
—
takes
Triangular
gloves:
a shoulder strap bag or can be
Size 16 requires 4 1-4 yards 39-inch fabric.
20.
(1) Should your plans include slung, donkey-style, across the top hats. Bulky hats are out.
FIFTY CENTS in (coins) for Pattern M219 to (DEFENDER),
Send
tiny
are
hats
—
taboo
Round
wheel
getting behind the steering
of a piece of luggage.
Department. P. 0. Box 59. Old Chelsea Station, New York 11,
Pattern
the
top
of
on
the
high
The $54.95 model comes in cow- perched
of your car either for a short
N. Y. Please print plainly YOUR NAME, ADDRESS with- I NE,
Something
and
head.
dangling
gussets.
green
or
sevof
stretch
plaid
with
a
or
hide
ov,er
weekend
STYLE NUMBER and SILL
eal leisurely eeks, you'll find a (Hammacher Schlemmer, N.Y,)... jutting at the side is good.

Patterns

LOVELY ROMANTIC SILHOUETTE
IN GRABOIS COUTURE PATTERN

Gloves Are Neglected
Items In Many Wardrobes

Buy Hat
By Shape
Not Color

Smart Women Will
Carry Saddlebags

-
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Donate Blood To Save Negro
BEAUMONT Miss. — (AWE') —
Several white persons in this small
community on the Mississippi Delta are credited with saving the
life of a Negro who was critically
wounded in a knife battle.
McNeal Summerall, 30, suffered
a severed artery in his temple and
was bleeding to death when he was
rushed to a nearby clinic. An urgent call for blood went out.
Several white persons, including
the physician's wife, donated

1955 IN REVIEW
Desegregation

blood. A white service station at(Continued from page 3)
Frank S. Horne, assistant to Altendant, Lars Breland who took
bert Cole, administrator of Home
Summcrall to the clinic, paid the discrimination clauses to them. and Housing
Finance Agency,
amendme
The
medical expenses.
nts were added to was fired
from his post along
the national Reserve Training bill with
his aide Mrs. Corrienne R.
and the federal aid to school con-, Morrow.
Jamaican Bishop
Budget reasons werel
struction measure. Pressure from given
for the dismissals.
KINGSTON, Jamaica — Perci- Eisenhower resulted in the deHorne had worked in the federval William Gibson was elected re- feat of the clauses.
al government for 19 years, and
cently as the first native bishop of
Theodore Berry, city council- is rated as an expert
on race
the Church of England. He will man, was the first Negro to be- relations in
housing.
preside over the Jamaican diocese come vice mayor of Cincinnati.
Judge Hubert T. Delaney of
of the church.
And when the mayor of Louis- New York's Domestic Relation
s
ville, Ky., made a trip to Miami Court was not reappoin
ted by
this year, Councilman Charles Mayor Robert Wagner,
and EdAnderson served as acting mayor ward Dudley named to
the bench
to set a precedence.
in his place.
Greatest uproar in government
Michigan enacted a new Fair
service was made when
Dr. Employment Practice law.

SPECIALS IN USED CARS

A Selection Of '40 thru 51' Models
RANGING IN PRICE $100 TO $600

As Low As $50 Down
We Finance These Ourselves

NOTES $5 TO $10

C. B. Smith Motor Co.
Nights Till 9 P.M.

1886 POPLAR—Open

-34-5557
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NOWYOU CAN STOP
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• PRICE!
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FIVE BROTHERS
IRRERVIRRIV.STIAIGHE 1101.111014 WHISKEY •
MADE Is

If/iftoDAISY

ern owner;
Earl White, business man;
Harold L. Jackson, former cafe
owner; Charles Kirkling and
Charles Herring, former member
of the police anti-gambling squad
Melvin Clark, northern Kentucky gambling figure, was shot to
death on a parking lot in Newport, Ky.

3
BIG
DAYS!

ALLIED ARTiSTS P,cture

Greatest

And

Gri==":
00;41A51e
TONY CURTIS Calla MIlla
•fli In
ea.

Thursday!

GENE BARRY DAN ONERIINT• ANGELA tANSBORY

'SLADE' FILM EXCITING
SEQUEL TO MEMORABLE HIT
John Ericson ably carries on the family traditio
n set by
Mark Stevens in an eariier picture in -The
Return of Jack
Slade," which.opers Sunday at the NEW
DAISY THEATRE
for a three day run, with Mari Blanchard and
Neville Brand
as his co-stars.
Slade, the father, was a g u itslinging agent for the Wells Far- sons with John II. Burrows as the
go Co., a phenomenal marksman associate producer, and was briland suddcn death to any outlaw: liantly directed by Harold Schawithin miles of Julesburg, Colo- ter. Warren Douglas wrote the
rado. In this new Superscope1 screenplay,
flim, young Slade also becomes
an agent for the law, working
GUN PAIR
with the Pinkerton•s to stamp out
a murderous band of bank and
trairf
who break tradition
by hitting - a group of tough
young women working as accom•
plices. Miss Blanchard is cast a one of those women.
Both Ericson and Miss Blanchard, who find romance after he
arrives at the gang's hide-away,1
turn in excellent performances.
Brand, in his role as the most
vicious member of the outlaws.
turns through a memorable char.
acterizatiot He is a man who is
cruel without reason for being
cruel, a man who
without
reason for killing, and his 'final
meeting with young Slade is one
of the tensest climaxes of the picture.
The balance of the large cast
is hendled more than competently
by expert players, among them
being Casey Adams as the leader
of the outlaws and Donna Drew,
Angie Dickinson and Lyla Graham Ma ri Blanchard a ii d
as the other young women in the Brand are a pair of
outlaws in Aloutlaw gang_
lied Artists' "The Return of Jack
The picture e as produced for qad e.•• opening Sunday
at the
Allied Artists by Lindsley Par- NEW DAISY Theatre,

robbers

Harry G. Hershenson
Judge of the Superior Court
Cook County

.
This is a splendid business move and in my
opinion will fulfill the desires of those of us of
Chicago who have long waited to see a daily newspaper of this type..

She reads life to you just as she would read an open
book. She gives you your lucky dates and months.
Tells
you why your job or business is not a success. She will
tell you friends and enemies. If you have
failed in the
rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE,
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE!
Hours: 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Reading Daily Open on Sundays. Just came back. I don't live at the Mississ
ippi
State Line anymore. This is my new address, located
on
Highway 51, North, on the Covington, Tenncssee Road
. . . three miles north of Mill;ngton, Tennessee
on
Highway 51, just over the Shelby County Line in Tipton
County. Located in House Trailer for a short time
on
lefthand side going out of Memphis.
Five Cieyhound Buses leave Memphis everyday
and
five buses going into Memphis everyday. Come
right by
MADAM BELL'S place. Look for right name. Forty minutes from Memphis, Tennessee.

BOTH OFFICES CLOSED ON MONDAYS

"I wish to take this means of congratulating you
and the Chicago Defender on its expansion from a
weekly newspaper to a daily
Elmer N. Holmgren
Judge of the Superior Court
Cook County

C. U. Turpin
Manager, Special Markets
Remington Rand

" . Long may you live to still encourage the
youth and coming generations for honorable and
worthwhile organizations and complete citizenship."

.This will prove another big achievement in
the history of your great paper. .."
Charles M. Skyles
Representative,
Illinois Legislature

A. N Gordon, Sr., M. D.
On behalf of our entire staff, I wish to express our sincere best wishes for your continued
success in the field of journalism."

64

...In my opinion, this is the foremost step
ever taken in Negro journalism. I would like very
much to be numbered among the first subscribers
to the Chicago Daily Defender. .."
M. C. Clarke
President,
Dunbar Life Insurance Co.

Fred A. Herhvig,
Warden,
Cook County Hospital

•

I want to extend to you and your staff from
everyone here at the Cuneo Press, congratulations
on your past accomplishments and best wishes for
continued success in your future publication operations."

" ..Thousands will eagerly await its advent,
and I am sure it will fill a long and keenly felt
need in the Chicago community.
..."
Gerald D. Bullock
President, Illinois Conference of Branches
NAACP

A. P. Wandtke
Assistant Sales Director
The Cuneo Press

"Congratulations on your plans for a bigger operation and increased service to the community "

" . May God bless you in your most recent advancement in making the Chicago Defender a daily newspaper "

Morris H. Hirsch
Executive Director
South Side Planning Board

Palmist

(Not To Be Classified As A Gypsy)
Been out of town seven months. Have
just come back they have two locations.
Her daughter is reading on Highway 61
South going down toward Clarskdale,
Miss, just below the Levi School 1 2 mile
after leaving four way drive going out
of Memphis.
13e sure to look for the right name MADAM BELL. Catch
Levi West Junction Bus. Otherwise thc yellow bus.
Bus
run every hour by Madam Bell's door.
Are you Dissatisfied with Marriage? Have You
Lost Faith In Your Wife or Sweetheart? Are You
In Bad Health? Or Discouraged? If any of these
are your problems, come let MADAM BELL advise

1

"...Your uncle, Robert S. Abbott, whom I valued as a friend, were he alive today, would be
proud .
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The world lost two of its most 44, wife of Thurgoo
d Marshall, in
famous militant fighters for civil New York, after a
short illness;
rights in 1955 when death claimed
Jesse Locker, 63, U.S. AmbasWalter White and Mrs, Mary Mc- sador
to Liberia, of a cerebral
Leod Bethune.
hemorrhage;
White, 61, an ardent NAACP
Matthew A. Henson. 88, famous
worker and official for almost 20
years, died of a heart attack in explorer and last survivor of the
New York City. Over 10,000 per- famous Perry Expedition to the
sons passed his bier and attended North Pole;
Chester A. Franklin, 74, foundhis funeral rites. President Eisenhower was among the leading of- er and publisher of the Kansas
ficials and citizens who sent con- City Call, who died in his sleep;
dolences.
Bishop Dougal 0. Walker, 65.
Mrs. Bethune who founded of the Fifth Episcopal District,
Bethune-Cookman college and the suddenly in Kansas City. Mo.; •
National Council of Negro WomBishop John W. Martin, 76, of
en, of which she was president the ANIE Zion church, who workemeritus, died suddenly at her , ed on the revised edition
of the
home in Daytona Beach, Fla. Bible, in Chicago.
Some 5,000 persons attended her , Mrs. Maude T. Steward
, 80,
rites.
oldest woman journalist in active
Condolences
were
received, service and editor of Boston
from President Eisenhower, Mrs. Guardian, in Boston;
Eleanor Roosevelt and hundreds
Dr. F. D. Bluford, president
of top government officials, civic of A and T college
since 1925,1
leaders and educators across the after a two-weeks illness.
nation.
Mrs. Raymond L. Jones. wife '
Other noted personages who of the presidin
g prelate of the
succumbed in 1955, included:
seventh episcopal district of the
Edwin J. Barclay, 73, former AME Zion church,
in Salisbury
president of Liberia, in Monrovia. N. C.
J. H. Mitchell, 73. bank pioneer
Claude Roxborough, businesand president of the Industrial man and youngest
brother of the
Savings Bank, in Washington.
famed Roxborough family, in DeMrs. Vivian (ffuster) Marshall,1 troit.

you at once.

COMING!
Wednesday

"We are delighted ...I pledge you the fullest
possible support and cooperation in widening your
circulation and securing advertising .."
A. L. Foster
Executive Director
Chicago Negro Chamber of Commerce

MADAM BELL

...and the man whe tracked her down!

An

tion this year, federal and local
authorities hit the policy racket
a telling blow. As a result of
probes in Chicago, the following
were ambng the key men indicted:
James D. Irving, loan agency
operator, who is under income
tax evasion charges:
Julian
Black, real estate broker and

a

ON SALE FEBRUARY 6, 1956
And Here's What The People Say...

In waging its war against or- former co-manager
of Joe Louis;
ganized gambling across the na- Sanders Scott, Ed Copelan
d, tav-
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:THIS IS IT—

Biggest Newsof1956

Ethel Brady
Corresponding Secretary
Ladies Labor of Love Charity Club

America's Newest, Most Exciting Daily
,The Newspaper That Looks Ahead.
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CHARTER SUBSCRIBER Now

Become A

Join the hundreds who are taking a hand in making history as Charter Subscribers to the first major daily newspaper in the North. Give Charter Subscriptions to
your relatives, friends, men and women in the service, or
to your employer or employees.
Each Charter Subscriber will receive a gold certificate signifying his role in making one of the major milestones of journalism.
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Hello, Everybody ! It is good t. Freddie Barr vvith their children,
begin tl.s New Year with our week- Yjuana, Mackie Faye and Freddie
ly little visit and to look forward Ardis, arrived in the States and
to 51 more of them during 1956. spent the holidays visiting with
In the Christmas decoration the J. W. Wests and °Dud! rela- '
contest prizes were awarded as tives and friends. The Barrs were
follows: Doorway, Mr. and Mrs. stationed at Kaiserflautern (VogelJ. E. Burke, jr., 1st place: Dr. wehe) Germany.
and Mrs. J. E. Burke, 2nd place, The Rev. A. Logwood held his
Mr- and Mrs. J. W. West, 3rd pl; first Quarterly Conference at Lane
Interior, Mrs. Ottie Mae Roberts, Chapel CME church Sunday, De1st place, Mrs. Lillie Stegall, 2nd cember 25. Rev. J. H. Tellingplace; Outdoor, Mr. and Mrs. ton is the pastor. Preceding the
J. W. West, 1st place Mr. and conference, a Christmas Service
Mrs. J. E. Burke, jr., 2nd place; was held at 6 a. m. The BeauBusiness Houses, Burke's Mortu- tiful and impressive service was
ary, 1st place.
well attended.
Mrs. Mamie Powell of 509 W.
Chief Warrant Officer and Mrs.
Scott street had one of the most Hollis T. Arnold, stationed at Maenjoyable Christmases of all For- con: Ga., were at home during the
rest Citians when most of her holidays with the P. T. Williamses
family spent the holidays with on North Cherry at Mrs. Arnold
her. Among them were a daugh- is the sister of P. T. Williams.
ter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Returning from Christmas. vaJames Seward of Cotton Plant and cations were Mrs. Edna Purifoy
I
of
their sons, Samuel Seward
ing of the English Department
A. M. and N. College, Pine Bluff I of Lincoln High School and Eldora
and Pfc. Levem Seward stationed Ann Turner, a junior at Christ
aid Tyler, Tex., another daughter, Church Parochial ,school. They
Wm. Ruby Perkins of Mt. Clem- spent Christmas in Chicago and
ens, . Mich., and her son, Sgt. Los Angeles, respectively.
Herbert (Powell) Seward who is
home after serving 2 and a half
years with the Air Force in Japan, a son and his wife, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Powell and Miss Carlie Walker, all of Mt. Clemens,
Mich.
SUMNER, Miss. — Three jusHouseguests of Dr. and Mrs. tices of the peace last week deJ. E. Burke during the holidays nied bail to Eimer Kimbell, 34,
were Mr. and Mrs. Presley S. white cotton gin operator, who is
Winfield of Berkley, California. accused of killing Clinton Melton,
Mrs. Winfield is the sister of Dr. Negro service station attendant, in
cold blood.
Burke.
With the denial of bail, Kimbell
Mr. and Mrs. Clemmons Johnson and children of Gary, Ind., faces three months in jail to await
visited with Mr. and Mrs. Josh- action of the grand jury which
ua Lucas and other relatives. Mrs. does not meet until March.
Melton, well-liked in the GlenJohnson is the former Imogene
community, was the father
dora
Lucas.
children. Kimbell told the
Peofour
of
Elnora
Visiting with Mrs.
at him
ples were her sister and brother, justices that someone fired
defense.
self
in
shot
he
Ohio
and
first
Toledo,
of
Ford
Annie
Mrs,
bandaged flesh
air'. -.non Houston of St. Louis, He exhibited a
wound.
an extended tour of
The U. S. has about 1,000 resiAustria and other
-Fr..
•
ss, Sgt. and Mrs. I dentifl fires every day.
v/*
1 V4's -r•

,5

News
By Tommy Parker
of MothMrs. Annie Mae Pettis of 1052-A ; and granddaughter-in-law
. Many
Memphis
West
of
Taylor,
er
foster
the
.
Memphis
pl..
Lema
held here in
daughter of Mrs. %lathe Taylor in gay festivities were
enter%Vest Memphis, enjoyed this Christ. ' their honor and they were Mrs. '
sister's home,
their
at
tamed
Louis
visiting
St.
in
holidays
mas
Marion, Ark'
her sister, Mrs. Lillie B. Bates. Lewis Armstead, of
Mr. and Mrs. Will Hall, of MeltMrs. Gary Green, of 2097 Meade,
the guests Dec.
Detroit, was the guest M her un- wood, Ark., were
John Midfield,
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
25
and
Mr.
home,
de and aunt's
st.
10th
N.
504
of
Mrs.
Mrs. Dave Tiggs, of Hulbert.
Mother Taylor of no N. 15th st.
Green visited friends in West
still on the sick list at her home.
is
fainand
Taylor
Mother
.
Memphis
Mother Starks is ill. She is
Also
of
bride
ily. Mrs. Green is the
seen on the phoguests
Other
and
Mr.
Ford,
Marion
Mrs.
in Hulbert, Ark. and
genhome
and
editor
her
Wilson.
Alex
L.
THE TRI STATE DF.*ENDER
Rev. David Green. former pastor I at
to are: Earl Withers and his
Mrs. James IL Purdy, Miss
Porter is ill at his home "
Brother
eral manager: Miss EmoI
Ark.
Hulbert,
STAFF extends greetings of
in
Star
Morning
of
daughters, Thelma and Elaine
Cora Lawrence, Mrs. Hattie
All are mtmbers of
gene A. Watkins. Mrs. Flemthe season to all of their
Mrs. Maggie Moss. of 227 S. 15th in Hulbert.
Washington, D. C. and Mr.
of
Leon
Mrs.
and
Mr
Shields,
Star church in HulmanMorning
n
jr.,
circulatio
the
Polk,
as
ing
friends! They are shown
st., is visiting friends in Detroit..
Bishop. Not shown is Mrs.
Coleman, Mr. and Mrs. Alexbert, Rev. C. Bolden, pastor. '
„seer, and Mr. Polk, Evans
vacation.
her
they gathered in private celeon
is
Moss
Mrs.
Hattie House, church news.
ander De Leach, jr., Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Townes, of
element, Advertising mgr. and
bration during the Christmas
Mrs. Mary Hopkins, of 224 S.
Charles
James Sudduth. (Withers
and
Grafton,
W.
J.
Mrs.
Mrs.
N. 9th lost their home and
and
Mr.
407
Clement.
Staff
Louis.
Mrs.
holidays at Tony's Place.
15th, left on Dec. 25 for St.
Withers.
Photo).
Ernest
and
Tisdale,
g they owned in a fire on
and
Mr.
everythin
Moses J. Newson,
members and guests include:
Mo. to visit with her relatives and
They are stopping at Mrs.
24.
Dec.
friends.
Lovings. The Townes are members
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Brown, of West
Mt. Zion Baptist church, Rev., of
Memphis. were all thrilled to have I H. Boykins, pastor.
as their guests Dec. 25 their (laughters and sons-in-law, and daughter-intlaw and their children. The
visiting relatives were Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin Clay, Mrs. Lillie Mae
Brady, Mrs, Margie Taylor and
•
•
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Brown, all
from Kansas City. Mo.
Mrs. Margie Taylor is the daughter-in.law of Mrs. Willie Gordon
An amendment to exclude front
Association of American Law
the
, Whites on S. Cumberland Street
those schools that practice
Schools
where delicious home made eggsegregation, failed to pass
racial
were
cookies
s
and
nog
Christma
Friday despite the fact that a ma
,erved,
of the delegates voted for
jority
The E. A. Cages on South Church
the exclusion.
the
for
guests
as
their
have
Street
Lee
Miss Anna
A constitutional provision res•
holidays Mr. and Mrs. A. Roscoe
that an amendment get a •
quires
Mrs. Martha Mitchell
sj s at Tyler and
s vote in order to pass...
It is the day after Chrima
two-third
from Detroit Mich. Mrs. Tyler
•
Action on the amendment
this moment and I'm sure t h e and Mrs. Mitchell are daughters
medicine chest is working for of the Cages. Also visiting at the taken at a convention of the oeu
those who over stuffed. Well, same residence was James Porter ganization In Chicago.
Fifty-four of the delegates voted
Christmas only comes once a year from Cleveland, Ohio who spent
and the beginning of the New
the amendment and 43 oppos.
for
his wife, Mrs.
Christmas with
Year is usually spent trying to get Cyril Mallory Porter. Christmas ed, with most of the opposition
off those extra pounds gained dur- days were well spent with the en- coming from representatives of
schools.
ing the holidays. I hope Santa
tire family enjoying a delicious tur- southern
didn't forget anyone in making his key dinner with all the trimmings.
rounds for he was extremely good After dinner Mr. Tyler left for Tabernacle CME church services
to me.
Memphis to catch a plane enroute were held at S a.m. on Christmas
Now for the Jackson happenings.
Columbus, Ohio to attend the morning. A Christmas cantata was
to
"Miss
of
title
the
for
piring
Charles Beasley, Roland PorOn Wednesday night, Dec. 21 in Kappa Conclave.
WJAK CELEBRATES—"Miss
presented by the youth choir of
ter. Frances Burnett. John
WJAK." Miss McNamee rethe beautifully decorated home of
Liberty CME church on Sumthe
.
WJAK” and the disc jockeys
Canned)
Clinton
Mrs.
Dr. and
Diggs and A. T. McFadden.
Miss Ora Ellington on E. Balti- and their three lovely children day evening.
ceived many lovely gifts from
of the radio station are shown
Proudly wearing the crown is
more St., the Civic Pride club met.. fro m Lansing, Mich. are the CHRISTMAS PARTY
around the birthday cake at
Jackson merchants and will
Miss Anne McNamee. a Lane
An old fashion Christmas party guests of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Mrs.. Lucille Sangster on Hays
the celebration of WJAK's first
represent WJAK in all outThe charming
senior.
college
enjoyed by Mesdames Ad a
was
in
4,
Dec.
on
ary
annivers
Mrs. Cannady, ave. entertained a few friends in
ave.
Lane
on
rry
Pe
t
•
h
through
events
standing
21-year-old Miss was judged
b.
McNeely, Ovelley Goodrich, Olivia
Jackson, Tenn. The disc jocthe former Hortense Golden, is her home on Christmas sigh
year of 19,
turover some 123 contestants asPruett, Florence Ward, Fannie
course
full
a
enjoying
guest
Those
Also
.
keys are from left to rightt
daughter
Mrs. Perry's
Dobbins, Mary Balir, Fern Walkyon
in the home of the Perrys is Mrs. key dinner with all the fun
er. Pansy Graham, Myrtle Monroe, Perry's son, Howard Golden, stu- could expect mixed in were: The
Mary Fox, Lilli Bell, Estella Tydent at Meharry Medical college W. R. Bells, the W. E. A. McKue
son, Bessie Merry, Bessie Gordon,
sacks, the C. Bledsoes, Otto Jones,
An Nashville.
MaGeorgia Kelly, Sadie Garrett,
Paragino of Wash- Percy Huston, J. T. Beck, Loll
Willard
Mrs.
rie M. Penn and guests, Mesdames ington. D. C. is the guest of her Lovette, Howard Golden, Phenor
Ozelle Drain and Beulah Wiley. mother, Mrs. Bessie Merry, on Granberry, Mrs. R. White, J. A.
Mrs. Marie Penn, t he very effi- South Church Street.
Cooke, Mr. Nixon, visitor Irons
Citing a state statute against cient president, was an dressed
started off with Chicago and your scribe.
day
s
Christma
boycotts, the Montgomery Adver- and packed to take off for the many attending midnight mass at
Remember to start the X • w
tiser noted, in a recent editorial, holidays, her destination, Los
at which time Year off right and contribute to
church
Joseph
St.
that if the law applies to Negroes Angeles Calif. She was leaving the crib was blessed commemor- the March of Dimes. HAP?? I
who refuse to ride the city buses that night for Chicago, Ill., to ating the birth of Christ. At Lane NEW YEAR to you from me.
because of Jim Crow practices "It spend a few days with her sister
G.
Musing: A way to a happy New F either. A. F. •
••
would apply with equal force to and from there taking a plane to
a
with
old
Year, , .To leave the
daughter, Mrs.
Dear A. F. G. Friends can be a some of the economic sanctions L. A. to visit her
burst of song...To recall the right
Carr.
by
ated
P.
contempl
Negroes
against
Kathreen
at
a
help
than
dare to go forth with a purpose hindrance rather
A turkey dinner was served with
is what has White Citizens Councils. It would
true. . .To the dInknows task of times. It appears that
,
to work both ways."
its trimmings and each perseem
all
don't
But
case.
your
in
the world that's new; to help your happened
the hosfrom
of
gifts
onality
the
law,
The
received
constituti
son
.
.
around
When
yet.
brother along the road. . .To do give up. . .not
projects for
cious, just which The Advertiser questions, tess. As one of the
.
his work and to lift his load; ...To him don't act self-cons
.
forbids the avreements for t h e the year the club sent Christmas
e
h
t
mentions
he
If
add your gift to the world's good be natural.
shut-ins.
‘.
someone's purpose of conducting boycotts and baskets to worthy
a
cheer. .Is to have and to give song, tell him it was
also forbids the publication and
The members he sincere hopes
very
a
was
it
and
joke
a
of
idea
a Happy New Year.
on of "any notice of boy- that their beloved charter memcirculati
0
.:
Dear Carlotta: I am 15 years old poor joke in your opinion.
ber, Mrs. Sarah Golden, will be
.
tell any- cott."
should
yop
think
don't
I
don't
I
if
die
to
about
am
I
with
and
meeting again
g
to
The
r,
Accordin
be
to
Advertise
able
If your
MY
go out with a boy who attends one that you like this boy,
situ- them soon. She has been on the
lost inter- "The perpetrators of the bus
my school. He is 17. I see him friends think you have
time.
some
phed
quite
for
ed
mimeogra
sick list
they will ation distribut
every day. He always speaks to est in hint I am sure
leaflets asking other Negtoes not SHUT-INS ENJOY
things
these
doing
and
to
saying
talk
stop
to
stopped
me and has
guilty of
On the beautiful night of Christanything b u t to ride. But if they are
me several times in the halls. I which have been
the law — which seems mas Eve the Carolers gathered
breaking
to
desire
think he would have asked me for helpfel to you and your
n on free speech at the home of Mrs. Annie M.
things have to us a restrictio
a date before now but a girl told date this boy. After
of
the White Citi- Bonds on Middleton St. and enproposal
—the
you could get
him I had a crush on him and settled down a bit,
Councils (in Dallas County, joyed Christmas cookies before gozens
give
and
friends
he doesn't like for the girls to with some of your
list of ing out to serenade some of the
the ice for instance) to keep a
chase him. And also someone ded- a party. If you once break
ng shut-ins. Among those who enjoyof
advocati
d
suspecte
Negroes
then ask you for
icated a song from me to him on perhaps, he will
race mixing would seem to vio- ed the beautiful Christmas Carols
the radio and he did not like that that longed-for date.
late" the section of the law which sung by the group were: Miss Ethforbids blacklisting.
el Rutledge, Mr. McNeeley, Mrs.
The Advertiser has expressed op- Jimmie Jordan Mrs. Emma Lovposition to boycotts by either ette, Mrs. Estella Tyson and Mr.
group. The present bus boycott, and Mrs. George Goldd. The
the newspaper asserts, "makes an group, including Mrs. Annie M.
innocent sufferer of the bus com- Bond, Mrs. Alline Malley, Mrs.
pany ... The quarrel of the Ne- Vivian Bell, Mrs. Olivia Pruitt,
to
ion
show an improved aggregat
By BERNARD COTTON
groes is with the law. It is wrong Dr. and Mrs. W. E. McKisssack,
Memphis basketball fans.
to
hold the campany a hostage." Mrs. Edna White, Miss Juanita
The Green Hornets of Owen JunHorThe writer, having seen the
Peoples, Mrs. Grace Hurst. Mrs.
samosa
ior college will open their home nets in action, predicts a better
sturroasy STRAIGHT BOURBON
T J. Womack, Mrs. Frances Stone.
,
George
Freeman
Andrew
Young,
such
by
showing
of
Januthan
mediocre
6th
cage season on the
Mesdames Merietta and Jean
and Gene Curnby.
OfSBUID, AGM, DOMED, AND SEAM IN
ary.against a strong hardwood stalwarts as Paul Kelly, rangy cen- Chambers
Roy Cunningham, J. A.
Hughes,
SLATE
HOME
quintet froln Mississippi Industrial ter with a 16.6 point average last
MR WIWI* COMPANY • oyeapeow.
up
January 6, Mississippi Industri- Cooke and your scribe, ended
college. The fray _Is slated for 8 season; George Lane, guard with
R.
T.
the
of
home
lovely
Jan. 23, Nat- at the
p.m. at the Abe gcharaff Branch a 17.4 point average; Brothers al; Jan. 10, Lane;
Tommie and Clarence Becton, chez; Jan. 24, Rust; Jan. 30, AlYMCA.
bany State; and 31, Okolona; Feb.
The Hornets' new basketball guard and forward .with 9.9 and
Tougaloo; Feb. 11, Stillman;
7,
ely;
respectiv
coach, Paul Collins — himself a 3.9 point averages
Feb. 15, Talladega and Feb. 18,
Payne
Joseph
and
Taylor
Carl
and
York
New
the
with
former star
New- Coahoma.
Renaissance, Baltimore Mets and other second-year players..
Kunoy
Washington Bruins — promises to comers to the squad are:

The JACKSON

awyers Reject
Bl
ni-l
t asil

SCENE

was

Boycotts Are
Illegal, Says
Ala. Paper

Half-Pint
Size In Convenient
Flask Now Also Available Thru
SPECIAL SHIPMENT
FROM SCOTLAND
At
Your Favorite Liquor Store

ME YOU WORRIE0 ABOUT
A NEW SUIT? BE WISE!

NEWS FOR MEMPHIS
FAMOUS

GRADE

CARS — TRUCKS
We Can Save You Money on Your
Garments. Suits Personally Designed
and Tailored to Your Individual Tait*,

We Aiso My' Quick Service On aut-tring an

Make larmentt at Priam

to

Your Liking.

ALL MAKES -- MODELS

AS LOW AS $50 DOWN

KNIGHT MCTOR COMPANY
2854 Park Avenue
OPEN EVENINGS TIL 9 P.M.

Can Us Today!

Call 375415

or Stop

In at SU Vane* Avenue, Memphis

OLD

90

'Green Hornets To Open
Home Stand On Jan. 6

SEE SODDEN & COMPANY, INC. PIM.

6YEAR

67-8332 — Phone — 62-0243

AIEDLEYIROS.

Dowling Joins
Cancer Society

NEW YORK — Monroe Dowling,
former Collector of Internal Revenue for the Third Revenue district of New York City, has join
ed the staff of the American Can
cer Society as a national repre
,entative. He will specialize in Nero affairs, according to Leonard
V. Griffith, ACS director of fielo
services.
Dowling's work will involve re
cruiting and training of volunteel
workers and leaders from the lir
gro population at large and fron ,
Negro organizations.
Dowling is married and has a
son, 21, a Harvard senior. Dowl
ing wa: an army captain during
World War II.
Not counting the recently install
Pd TV antenna on its tower, th
Empiric State budding rises to a
height of 1,248 feet.

PALMIST

ER
AD
RE
ADVSOR

Special Reading Half-Priced
FIRST TIME IN YOUR CITY OR COUNTY
Satisfaction Guaranteed Or No Charge!
She does what others
foil to do. You have
tried the rest, now
try the best. You've
heard her on the air,
you've seen her ors
the screen, now see
her in person. Orts
sitting with her will
convince you that she
is for superior to any
other reader.

LOOK FOR SIGN

GALE TAYLOR

7th Daughter of 7th Generation, born with double
veil — LUCK - SUCCESS • HAPPINESS — asks no
questions — lucky days and lucky dates be* with
each reading.
—IF YOU WISH TO—
Succeed In business . have love ones return - have
complete happiness - conquer your rivals - hove good
luck and succeed in marriage - know whet you are
best suited for in life reading in roach if all.
DOWNTOWN
PERMANENTLY LOCATED AT
UPSTAIRS
3090 HIGHWAY Si NORTH AT FRAYSIER.
STORS-RUCISY AND
OVER WESTERN AUTO SUPPLY
BASE TRANSPORT
NAVAL
ON
MILLINGT
AND
FRAYSER
DOOR. DALAI TAYLOR IS
BUS STOPS AT FRAYSER AT
NOT IN A TRAILER.

ALL WELCOME!

9 P.M.
OPEN DAILY AND SUNDAY AT 9 A.M. TILL

010/1•01e.....,
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Donate Blood To Save Negro
BEAUMONT Miss. — (ANP) —
Several white persons in this small
community on the Mississippi Delta are credited with saving the
life of a Negro who was critically
wounded in a knife battle.
McNeal Summerall, 30, suffered
a severed artery in his temple and
was bleeding to death when he was
rushed to a nearby clinic. An urgent call for blood went out.
Several white persons, including
the physician's wife, donated

1

1955 IN REVIEW
Desegregation

blood. A white service station at(Continued from page 3)
Frank S. Horne, assistant to Altendant, Lars Breland who t ook
bert Cole, administrator of Home
Summerall to the clinic, paid the discrimination clauses to them. and Housing
Finance Agency,
The amendments were added to was fired
medical expenses.
from his post along
the national Reserve Training bill with
his aide Mrs, Corrienne R.
and the federal aid to school con-, MorrowJamaican Bishop
Budget reasons were
struction measure. Pressure from given
for the dismissals.
KINGSTON, Jamaica — Perci- Eisenhower resulted in the deHorne had worked in the federval William Gibson was elected re- feat of the clauses.
al government for 19 years, and
cently as the first native bishop of
Theodore Berry, city council- 1is rated as an expert on
race
the Church of England. He will man, was the first Negro to be- relations
in housing.
preside over the Jamaican diocese come vice...mayor. of Cincinnati.
Judge Hubert T. Delaney of
of the church.
And when the mayor of Louis- New York's Domestic
Relations
vine, Ky., made a trip to Miami Court was not reappoin
ted by
this year, Councilman Charles Mayor Robert Wagner, and
EdAnderson served as acting mayor ward Dudley named to
the bench
to set a precedence.
in his place.
Greatest uproar in government
Michigan enacted a new Fair
service was made when
Dr. Employment Practice law.

SPECIALS IN USED CARS

A Selection Of '40 thru 51' Models
RANGING IN PRICE $100 TO $600

As Low As $50 Down
We Finance These ourselves

NOTES $5 TO $10

C. B. Smith Mot CO.
U86 POPLAR—Open Nights Till 9or
P.M.-34-5557

Crime
In waging its war against organized gambling across the nation this year, federal and local
authorities hit the policy racket
a telling blow. As a result of
probes in Chicago, the following
were ambng the key men indicted:
James D. Irving, loan agency
operator, who is under income
tax evasion charges:
Julian
Black, real estate broker and

former co-manager of Joe Louis;
Sanders Scott, Ed Copeland, tavern owner;
Earl White, business man;
Harold L. Jackson, former cafe
owner; Charles Kirkling and
Charles Herring, former member
of the police anti-gambling squad.
Melvin Clark, northern Kentucky gambling figure, was shot to
death on a parking lot in Newport, Ky.

Deaths
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°S1t44611111
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• QUALITY,
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"THE YELLOW ROSE OF TEXAS"
...MI the man who tracked her down!
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Wednesday
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'
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Thursday!
And
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'SLADE' FILM EXCITING
SEQUEL TO MEMORABLE HIT
John Ericson ably carries on the family traditio
n set by
Mark Stevens in an earlier picture in The
Return of Jack
Slade," which opens Sunday at the NEW
DAISY THEATRE
for a three day run, with Mari Blanchard and
Neville Brand
as his co-stars.
Slade, the father, was a gun
slinging agent for the Wells Far- sons with John H. Burrows as tta.
go Co., a phenomenal marksman associate producer, and was briland sudden death to any outlaw liantly directed by Harold Schuswithin miles of Julesburg, Col ter. Warren Douglas wrote
theo-1
rado. In this new Superscope screenplay.
flim, young Slade also becomes
an agent for the law, working
GUN PAIR_I
with the Pinkerton's to stamp out
a murderous band of bank and
train robbers who break tradition
by having 'a group of to u h
young women working as accomplices. Miss Blanchard is cast as
one of those women.
Both Ericson and Miss Illanchard, who find romance after he ,
arrives at the gang's hide-away.'
turn in excellent performances.
Brand, in. his role as the most
vicious member of the outlaws,
turns through a memorable char-1
acterizatioi. He is a man who is 1
cruel without reason for being
cruel, a man who kills without
reason for killing, and his final
meeting with young Slade is one
of the tensest climaxes of the picture.
The balance of the large cast
is handled more than competently
by expert players, among them
being Casey Adams as the leader
of the outlaws and Donna Drew.
Angie Dickinson and Lyla Graham M a r
Blanchard
n d st- i 111
as the other young women in the Brand are a pair of outlaw.
in Aloutlaw gang.
lied Artists' "The Return of Jack
The picture was produced for Slade," opening sunday at
the i
Allied Artists by Lindsley Par- i NEW DAISY Theatre.
V.

DAILY DEFENDER
ON SALE FEBRUARY 6, 1956
And Here's What The People Say...
"We are delighted...I pledge you the fullest
possible support and cooperation in widening your
circulation and securing advertising .."
A. L. Foster
Executive Director
Chicago Negro Chamber of Commerce

She reads life to you just as she would read an open
book. She gives you your lucky dates and months
. Tells
you why your job or business is not a success. She will
tell you friends and enemies. If you have failed
in the
rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE,
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE!
Hours: 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Reading Daily Open on Sundays. lust came back. I don't live at the Mississippi
State Line anymore. This is my new address, located
on
Highway 51, North, on the Covington, Tennessee Road
. . . three miles north of Millington, Tennessee on
Highway 51, just over the Shelby County Line in Tipton
County. Located in House Trailer for a' short time on
lefthand side going out of Memphis.
Five Gieyhound Buses leave Memphis everyday and
five buses going into Memphis everyday. Come right by
MADAM BELL'S place. Look for right name. Forty minutes from Memphis. Tennessee.

BOTH OFFICES CLOSED ON MONDAYS
LONDON'S flUINIAIr
cr-4505
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Fred A. Hertwig,
Warden,
Cook County Hospital
I want to extend to you and your staff from
everyone here at the Cuneo Press, congratulations
on your past accomplishments and best wishes for
continued success in your future publication operations."

" ..Thousands will eagerly await its advent,
and I am sure it will fill a long and keenly felt
need in the Chicago community.
..."
Gerald D. Bullock
President, Illinois Conference of Branches
NAACP

A. P. Wandtke
Assistant Sales Director
The Cuneo Press

"Congratulations on your plans for a bigger operation and increased service to the community. "

" . May Co4 bless you in your most recent advancement in making the Chicago Defender a daily newspaper. "

Morris H. Hirsch
Executive Director
South Side Planning Board

Ethel Brady
Corresponding Secretary
Ladies Labor of Love Charity Club

America's Newest, Most Exciting Daily
,The Newspaper That Looks Ahead.

Become A

Join the hundreds who are taking a hand in making history as Charter Subscribers to the first major daily newspaper in the North. Give Charter Subscriptions to
your relatives, friends, men and women in the service, or
to your employer or employees.
Each Charter Subscriber will receive a gold certificate signifying his role in making one of the major milestones of journalism.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
31 pier pros' cars for Comrade, $1.50 fervor.

DAILY CHICAGO DEFENDER

2 Years

1 Year

6 Monti,

$10

$6

$3.50

$10
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$12
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No Cash or Stamps

Enclosed is $
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,
Lontions
QUININE 6111.•

C1

Chicago 16, III.

for....months subscription to

The Daily Defender

Defender Daily and Friday

Name.
(ariet)

III/N

Addresc

MADE WITH DISTILLED OR'!' GIN,
QUININE AND NATURAL FRUIT
FLAVORS.
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....State
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CHARTER SUBSCRIBER Now

3435 Indiana ave.
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" . On behalf of our entire staff, I wish to express our sincere best wishes for your continued
success in the field of journalism."

The Robert S. Abbott Publishing Co.

atml etipoy •

tails oiroo•Sions
over Itis• odilioor

A. N Cordon, Sr., M. D.

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK

MOW
the vt. MUNE in she GIN
the full Ilievue es.

'Is, Lis,*

" . Long may you live to still encourage the
youth and coming generations for honorable and
worthwhile organizations and complete citizenship."

".. .71 my opinion, this is the foremost step
ever taken in Negro journalism. I would like very
much to be numbered among the first subscribers
to the Chicago Daily Defender. , "
M. C. Clarke
President,
Dunbar Life Insurance Co.

PQ Cr3F -

law/me&
QUININE GIN

Jrixt wld elidtb sods

Elmer N. Holmgren
judge of the Superior Court
Cook County

Charles M. Skyles
Representative,
Illinois Legislature

ICI

THE FIRST TRULY
DIFFERENT GIN IN
OVER 200 YEAILP

"I wish to take this means of congratulating you
and the Chicago Defender on its expansion from a
weekly newspaper to a daily. "

".. This will prove another big achievement in
the history of your great paper. "

MID

SECONo

Harry G. Hershenson
Judge of the Superior Court
Cook County

C. U. Turpin
Manager, Special Markets
Remington Rand

Greatest Palmist
(Not To Be Classified As A Gypsy)
Been out of town seven months. Have
just come back they have two locations.
Her daughter is reading on Highway 61
South going down toward Clarskdale,
Miss. lust below the Levi School 1 2 mile
after leaving four way drive going out
of Memphis.
Se sure to look for the right name MADAM BELL. Catch
Levi West junction Bus. Otherwise the yellow bus. Bus
run every hour by Madam Bell's door.
Are you Dissatisfied with Marriage? Have You
Lost Faith In Your Wife or Sweetheart? Are You
In Bad Health? Or Discouraged? If any of these
are your problems, come let MADAM BELL advise
you at once.

Your uncle, Robert S. Abbott, whom I valued as a friend, were he alive today, would be
proud

e
.
. This is a splendid business
move and in my
opinion will fulfill the desires of those of us of
Chicago who have long waited to see a daily newspaper of this type..

MADAM BELL

Qmatrisety, Owimobass„ IlterIvelrg

10(floDAISY

.

The world lost two of its most 44, wife of Thurgoo
d Marshall, in
famous militant fighters for civil New York, after a short
illness:
rights in 1955 when death claimed
Jesse Locker, 63. U.S. AmbasWalter White and Mrs. Mary Mcsador to Liberia, of a cerebral
Leod Bethune.
hemorrhage;
White, 61, an ardent NAACP '
worker and official for almost 20 i Matthew A. Henson. 98, famous
years, died of a heart attack in explorer and last survivor of the
New York City. Over 10,000 per- famous Perry Expedition to the
sons passed his bier and attended North Pole;
Chester A. Franklin, 74, foundhis funeral rites. President Eisenhower was among the leading of- er and publisher of the Kansas
ficials and citizens who sent con- City Call, who died in his sleep;
dolences.
Bishop Dougal 0. Walker, 65,
Mrs. Bethune who founded of the Fifth Episcopal District,
Bethune-Cookman college and the suddenly in Kansas City, Mo.; •
National Council of Negro WomBishop John W. Martin, 76, of
en, of which she was president the AME Zion church, who workemeritus, died suddenly at her ed on the revised edition
of the
home in Daytona Beach, Fla. Bible, in Chicago.
Some 5,000 persons attended her
Mrs. Maude T. Steward. 80,
rites
oldest woman journalist in active
Condolences
were
received service and editor of Boston
from President Eisenhower, Mrs. Guardian, in Boston;
Eleanor Roosevelt and hundreds
Dr. F. D. Bluford, president
of top government officials, civic . of A and T college
since 1925,
leaders and educators across the after a two-weeks illness.
nation.
Mrs. Raymond L. Jones. wife
Other noted personages who of the presidin
g prelate of the
succumbed in 1955, included:
seventh episcopal district of the
Edwin J. Barclay, 73, former AME Zion church.
in Salisbury,
president of Liberia, in Monrovia. N. C.
J. H. Mitchell, 73. bank pioneer
Claude Roxborough, business
and president of the Industrial man and youngest brother
of thc
Savings Bank, in Washington.
famed Roxborough family, in DeMrs. Vivian ()luster) Marshall, I troit.
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Forrest City and Madison Briefs
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Deny Killer Bail
In Miss. Slaying

,5
I

West Memphis

TI. It'sa R

Bello, Everybody! It is good to Freddie Barr nith their children,
begin t/ss New Year with our week- Yjuana. Mackie Faye and Freddie
ly little visit and to look forward Ardis., arrived in the States and
to 51 more of them during 1956. spent the holidays visiting with
In the Christmas decoration the J. W. Wests and other relacontest prizes were awarded as tives and friends. The Barra were
follows: Doorway, Mr. and Mrs. stationed at Kaiserflautern (VogelJ E. Burke, jr., 1st place: Dr. ayellt) Germany.
and Mrs. J. E. Burke, 2nd place, The Rev. A. Logwood held his
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. West, 3rd pl; first Quarterly Conference at Lane
Interior. Mrs. Ottie Mae Roberts, Chapel CME church Sunday, De1st place, Mrs. Lillie Stegall, 2nd cember 25. Rev. J. H. Telling.
place: Outdoor, Mr. and Mrs. ton is the pastor. Preceding the
J. W. West, 1st place, Mr. and conference, a Christmas Service
Mrs. J. E. Burke, Jr., 2nd place; was held at 6 a, m. The BeauBusiness Houses, Burke's Mortu- tiful and impressive service was
ary, 1st place.
well attended.
Mrs. Mamie Ptm ell of 54)9 W.
Chief Warrant Officer and Mrs.
Scott street had one of the 'oust Hollis T. Arnold. stationed at Maenjoyable Christmases of all For- con. Ga., were at home during the
rest Citians when most of her holidays with the P. T. Williamses
family spent the holidays with on North Cherry St. Mrs. Arnold
her. Among them were a daugh- is the sister of P. T. Williams.
ter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Returning from Christmas vaJames Seward of Cotton Plant and cations were Mrs. Edna Purifoy
their sons, Samuel Seward of ning of the English Department
A. M. and N. College, Pine Bluff of Lincoln High School and Eldora
and Pfc. Levern Seward stationed Ann Turner, a junior at Christ
Tyler, Tex., another daughter, Church Parochial school. They
is. Ruby Perkins of Mt. Clem- spent Christmas in Chicago and
ens, Mich., and her son, Sgt. Los Angeles, respectively.
Herbert (Powell) Seward who is
home after serving 2 and a half
years with the Air Force in Japan, a son and his wife, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Powell and Miss Carl.
ie Walker, all of Mt. Clemens,
Mich.
SUMNER, Miss. — Three jusHouseguests of Dr. and Mrs. tices of the peace last week deJ. E. Burke during the holidays nied bail to Elmer Kimbell, 34,
S. white cotton gin operator, who is
were Mr. and Mrs. Presley
Winfield of Berkley, California. accused of killing Clinton Melton,
Mrs. Winfield is the sister of Dr. Negro service station attendant, in
cold blood.
Burke.
With the denial of bail, Kimbell
Mr. and Mrs. Clemmons JohnInd., faces three months in jail to swait
son and children of Gary,
visited with Mr. and Mrs. Josh- action of the grand jury which
March.
ua Lucas and other relatives. Mrs. does not meet until
Melton, well-liked in the GlenJohnson is the former Imogene
dora community, was the father
Lucas.
told the
Visiting with Mrs. Elnora Peo- of four children. Kimbell
at him
ples were her sister and brother, justices that someone fired
defense.
self
in
shot
he
Ohio
and
first
Toledo,
of
Ford
Mrs. Annie
bandaged flesh
and Cannon Houston of St. Louis, He exhibited a
wound.
SW.
ranliFollowing an extended tour of
The U. S. has about 1,000 resi,ris, France, Austria and other
ropean countries, Sgt. and Mrs. dentifl fires every day.
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News
By Tommy Parker
-law tlf MothMrs. Annie Mae Pettis of 1052-A I and granddaughter-in
. Many
Memphis
West
of
Taylor,
er
.
foster
the
.
Memphis
pl..
Lema
in
here
held
were
s
festivitie
gay
in
1'a0or
daughter of Mrs. Maine
were enterWest Memphis, enjoyed the Christ- I their honor and they
home, Mrs.
mas holidays in St. Louis visiting 1 tamed at their sister's
ArkMarion,
of
d,
Armstea
Lewis
Bates.'
B.
Lillie
Mrs.
her sister,
Menof
Hall,
Will
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Mrs. Gary Green, of 2097 Meade.
were the guests Dec.
Detroit. was the guest in her un- wood, Ark.,
Mrs. John Malfield,
and
Kr.
of
25
and
Mr.
home.
aunt's
cle and
st.
10th
N.
504
of
Mrs.
Mrs. Dave Tiggs. of Hulbert.
Mother Taylor of ?10 N. 15th St.
Green visited friends in West
sick list at her home.
Memphis. Mother Taylor and fain- is still on the
Starks is ill. She is
Mother
Also
of
bride
ily. Mrs. Green is the
seen on the phoguests
Other
and
Mr.
Ford,
Hulbert, Ark. and
Marion
Mrs.
in
home
genand
editor
her
Wilson.
L. Alex
THE TRI STATE DEFENDER
Rev. David Green. former pastor at
to are: Earl Withers and his
Mrs. James H. Purdy, Miss
Porter is ill at his home
Brother
eral manager: Miss EmoArk.
Hulbert,
STAFF extends greetings of
in
Star
Morning
of
daughters. Thelma and Elaine
All are mtmbers of
Cora Lawrence, Mrs. Hattie
gene A. Watkins. Mrs. Flemthe season to all of their
Mrs. Maggie Moss, of 227 S. 15th in Hulbert.
of Washington, D. C. and Mr.
Leon
Mrs.
and
Mr
Star church in HulShields,
manMorning
on
circulati
jr.,
i
the
as
Polk.
ing
friends! They are shown
st., is visiting friends in Detroit.
Bishop. Not shown is Mrs.
Coleman, Mr. and Mrs. AlexI bert, Rev. C. Borden, pastor. •
.
ager. and Mr. Polk, Evans
vacation
her
on
they gathered in private celeis
Moss
Mrs.
Hattie House, church news.
ander De Leach, jr., Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Townes, of
Clement, Advertising mgr. and
bration during the Christmas
Mrs. Mary Hopkins, of 224 S.
Charles
and James Sudduth. (Withers
Grafton,
W.
J.
Mrs.
Mrs.
N. 9th lost their home and
and
,
407
MrClement
Mrs.
Louis,
Staff
holidays at Tony's Place.
15th, left on Dec. 25 for St.
Withers.
Photo).
Ernest
and
Tisdale,
ng they owned in a fire on
everythi
and
Moses J. Newsom, Mr.
members and guests include:
Mo. to visit with her relatives and '
They are stopping at,Mrs.
24.
Dec.
friends.
The Townes are members
Lovings.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Brown, of West
Zion Baptist church, Rev.,
Memphis. were all thrilled to have
Boykins, pastor.
as their guests Dec. 25 their (laugh. ters and sons-in-law, and daugh- I! of Mt.
ter,irelaw and their children. The ' 11,
, visiting relatives were Mr. and I
Mrs. Melvin Clay, Mrs. Lithe Mae
Brady, Mrs. Margie Taylor and
•
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Brown, all ,I
from Kansas City, Mo.
Mrs. Margie Taylor is the (laugh. f
ter-in-law of Mrs. ,Willie Gordon
An amendment to exclude frong"
Association of American Lave,
the
Whites on S. Cumberland Street
those schools that practice
Schools
where delicious home made eggsegregation, faded to pass
racial
were
cookies
s
nog and Christma
Friday despite the fact that a ma-1
served.
of e delegates voted for,
jority
The E. A. Cages on South Churchi
1
the excl sion.
I
for
the
guests
their
as
have
Lee
Street
Miss Anna
provision reutional
A
cosisti
Roscoe
holidays Mr. and Mrs. A.
an amendment get a
quires
Tyler and Mrs. Martha Mitchell
in order to pass.
vote
's
It is the day after Chrispias at
two-third
from Detroit Mich. Mrs. T I Ck;
the amendment was on
Action
this moment and I'm sure t h e
s;
daughter
are
and Mrs. Mitchell
medicine chest is working for
taken at a convention of the ow
of the Cages. Also visiting at the !
those who over stuffed. Well, same residence was James Porter; ganization in Chicago.
Christmas only comes once a year from Cleveland, Ohio who spent I Fifty-four of the delegates voted
43 oppoe.
and the beginning of the New
his wife, Mrs. I for the amendment and
Christmas with
the oppositioa •
Year is usually spent trying to get
Porter. Christmas ed, with most of
Mallory
Cyril
off those extra pounds gained dur- days were well spent with the en- coming from representatives d
southern schools.
ing the holidays. I hope Santa
tire family enjoying a delicious turdidn't forget anyone in making his key dinner with all the trimmings.
rounds for he was extremely good
After dinner Mr. Tyler left for Tabernacle CME church services
to me.
Memphis to catch a plane enroute were held at 5 a.m. on Christmas
Now for the Jackson happenings.
Columbus, Ohio to attend the Morning. A Christmas cantata was !
to
"Miss
of
title
the
piring for
Charles Beasley, Roland PorOn Wednesday night, Dec. 21 in
WJAK CELEBRATES—"Miss
presented by the youth choir of
Conclave.
Kappa
WJAK." Miss McNamee reter. Frances Burnett, John
the beautifully decorated home of
.
Liberty CME church on Sunthe
Canned)
WJAK" and the disc jockeys
Clinton
Mrs.
Dr. and
Diggs and A. T. McFadden.
Miss Ora Ellington on E. Balticeived many lovely gifts from
: day evening.
children
lovely
of the radio station are shown
three
their
and
Proudly wearing the crown is
more St., the Civic Pride club met. from Lansing, Mich. are the CHRISTMAS PARTY
around the birthday cake at
Jackson merchants and will
Miss Anne McNamee. a Lane
old fashion Christmas party
An
Mrs. Lucille Sangster on Hays
the celebration of WJAK's first
guests of Mr. and Mrs.- Sidney
represent WJAK in all outThe charming
senior.
college
enjoyed by Mesdames Ad a
was
in
4,
Dec.
on
Cannady, ave. entertained a few friends in
Mrs.
anniversary
ave.
Lane
on
rry
t
Pe
h
•
through
events
standing
McNeely, Ovelley Goodrich, Olivia
21-year-old Miss was judged
nigh f.
Jackson, Tenn. The disc jocthe former Hortense Golden, is her home on Christmas
year of 1956.
tur•
Pruett, Florence Ward, Fannie
over some 123 contestants ascourse
full
a
enjoying
guest
Those
Also
.
keys are from left to rights
daughter
Mrs. Perry's
Dobbins, Mary Bali, Fern WalkPerrys is Mrs. key dinner with all the fun yoa
the
of
home
the
in
er, Pansy Graham, Myrtle Monroe, Perry's son, Howard Golden, stu- could expect mixed in were: Tha
McKie.
Mary Fox, Lilli Bell, Estella Tydent at Meharry Medical college W. R. Bells, the W. E. A.
son, Bessie Merry, Bessie Gordon,
sacks, the C. Bledsoes, Otto Jones,
e.
Nashvill
in
MaGeorgia Kelly, Sadie Garrett,
Lois
Mrs. Willard Paragino of Wash- Percy Huston, J. T. Beek,
rie M. Penn and guests, Mesdames ington, D. C. is the guest of her Lovette, Howard Golden, Phenoy
Ozelle Drain and Beulah Wiley. mother, Mrs. Bessie Merry, on Granberry, Mrs. E. Whits, J. A.
Mrs. Marie Penn, t he very effiCooke, Mr. Nixon, visitor tont
South Church Street.
Citing a state statute against cient president, was all dressed
Chicago and your scribe.
with
off
started
day
as
Christm
boycotts, the Montgomery Adver- and packed to take off for the many attending midnight mass at
Remember to start the N e w
tiser noted, in a recent editorial, holidays, her destination, Los
at which time Year off right and contribute to
church
Joseph
St.
that if the law applies to Negroes Angeles Calif. She was leaving the crib was blessed commemor- the March of Dimes. RAPPir
who refuse to ride the city buses that night for Chicago, Ill., to ating the birth of Christ. At Lane NEW YEAR to you from me.
4,04411
because of Jim Crow practices "It spend a few days with her sister
G.
Musing: A way to a happy New either. A. F. *
with equal force to and from there taking a plane to
*
apply
•
would
Year, , .To leave the old with a
her daughter, Mrs.
Dear A. F. G. Friends can be a some of the economic sanctions L. A. to visit
burst of song...To recall the right
Carr.
by
P.
ated
Negroes
contempl
Kathreen
against
at
than a help
dare to go forth with a purpose hindrance rather
A turkey dinner was served with
is what has White Citizens Councils. It would
true. . -To the Soknown task of times. It appears that
ways."
both
its trimmings and each perto
work
seem
all
don't
But
case.
your
in
the world that's new; to help your happened
of
ionality
the
received gifts from the hoslaw,
The
constitut
son
around
When
yet.
brother along the road. . .To do give up. . .not
s,
er
question
The
Advertis
As one of the projects for
which
tess.
cious, just
his work and to lift his load; ...To hint don't act self-cons
forbids the agreements for t h e the year the club sent Christmas
e
h
t
mentions
he
If
add your gift to the world's good be natural.
shut-ins.
it was someone's purpose Of conducting boycotts and baskets to worthy
cheer. . .Is to have and to give song, tell him
also forbids the publication and
The members have sincere hopes
very
a
was
it
and
joke
a
of
idea
a Happy New Year.
circulation of "any notice of boy- that their beloved charter memDear Carlotta: I am 15 years old poor joke in your opinion.
cott."
ber, Mrs. Sarah Golden, will be
any1 don't think yop should tell
and I am about to die if I don't
er, able to be meeting again with
The
to
Advertis
g
Accordin
boy. If your
go out with a boy who attends one that you like this
bus situ- them soon. She has been on the
have lost inter- "The perpetrators of the
my school. He is 17. 1 see him friends think you
aphed sick list for quite some time.
ed
mimeogr
ation
distribut
2
will
they
every day. He always speaks tO est in him I am sure
not SHUT-INS ENJOY
other
Negroes
•
asking
leaflets
things
these
doing
and
to
saying
talk
stop
to
me and has stopped
they are guilty of
On the beautiful night of Christ•
anything b u t to ride. But if
4
me several times in the halls. I which have been
the law — which seems mas Eve the Carolers gathered
breaking
•
to
desire
your
and
you
to
helpfal
for
me
asked
have
would
M.
think he
free speech at the home of Mrs. Annie
on
on
a
restricti
to
us
things have
a date before now but a girl told date this boy. After
n St. and enyou could get --the proposal of the White Citi- Bonds on Middleto
him I had a crush on him and settled down a bit,
zens Councils (in Dallas County, joyed Christmas cookies before gogive
and
he doesn't like for the girls to with some of your friends
a list of ing out to serenade some of the
the ice for instance) to keep
chase him. And also someone ded- a party. If you once break
Negroes suspected of advocating shut-ins. Among those who enjoyfor
you
ask
then
will
he
perhaps,
icated a song from me to him on
race mixing would seem to vio- ed the beautiful Christmas Carols
the radio and he did not like that that longed-for date.
late" the section of the law which sung by the group were: Miss Ethforbids blacklisting.
el Rutledge, Mr. McNeeley, Mrs.
The Advertiser has expressed op- Jimmie Jordan Mrs. Emma Lovposition to boycotts by either ette, Mrs. Estella Tyson and Mr.
group. The present bus boycott, and Mrs. George Golden. The
the newspaper asserts. "makes an group, including Mrs. Annie M.
innocent sufferer of the bus com- Bond, Mrs. Alline Maney, Mrs.
pany .. The quarrel of the Ne- Vivian Bell, Mrs. Olivia Pruitt,
to
show an improved aggregation
By BERNARD COTTON
groes is with the law. It is wrong Dr. and Mrs. W. E. McKissack,
Memphis basketball fans.
to
hold the campany a hostage." Mrs. Edna White, Miss Juanita
The Green Hornets of Owen JunThe writer, having seen the HorPeoples, Mrs. Grace Hurst, Mrs.
moms 'Ilwatt-eptife-R.....
ior college will open their home nets in action, predicts a better
ILISITUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON woman,
T. J. Womack, Mrs. Frances Stone,
,
George
Andrew
Freeman
Young,
such
by
showing
Januof
mediocre
6th
than
cage season on the
Mesdames Merietta and.Tean
s and Gene Cumby.
&MED, AGM, BOTTLED, AND HARD MP
ary. against a strong hardwood stalwarts as Paul Kelly, rangy cen- Chamber
Roy Cunningham, .1. A.
Hughes,
SLATE
quintet from Mississippi Industrial ter with a 16.6 point average last HOME
INDLIT DISTILLING COMPANY • OPAIRKNO,
up
ended
scribe,
your
and
Cooke
January 6, Mississippi Industricollege. The fray is slated for 8 season: George Lane, guard with
R.
T.
the
of
home
Jan. 23, Nat- at the lovely
p.m. at the Abe Scharaff Branch a 17.4 point average; Brothers al; Jan, 10, Lane;
Tommie and Clarence Becton, chez; Jan. 24, Rust; Jan. 30, AlYMCA.
bany State; and 31, Okolona; Feb.
The Hornets' new basketball guard and forward .with 9.9 and 7, Tougaloo; Feb. 11, Stillman;
vely;
coach, Paul Collins — himself a 3.9 point averages respecti
Feb. 15, Talladega and Feb. 18,
former star with the New York and Carl Taylor and Joseph Payne Coahoma.
Newear
prayers..
second-y
other
Renaissance, Baltimore Mets and
are: Kunoy
Washingt6n Bruins — promises to comers to the squad

The JACKSON I

Lawyers Reject

nti-Bias Bill

SCENE

Boycotts Are
Illegal, Says
Ala. Paper

int
Half-Pnient

Size In Conve
Flask Now Also Available Thru
SPECIAL SHIPMENT
FROM SCOTLAND
At
Your Favorite Liquor Store

io ARE YOU WORRIE0 ABOUT
A NEW SUIT? BE WISE!

NEWS FOR MEMPHIS,
FAMOUS

GRADE

CARS — TRUCKS
BODDEN & COMPANY, INC. MIL

We Can Save You Money on Your

ALL MAKES -- MODELS

Garments, Suits Personally Designed
and Tailored to Your Individual Tait*,

We Ms.

vi Quick Service On aut-rrhe awl

Make Clarmente at Priam te Your Liking.
Coll Us Today

Call 37 5421

OP

Stop

I., of 581 Vance Avenue, Memphis

Oft

90 PROOF

Green Hornets To Open
Home Stand On Jan. 6

SEE

6YEAR

AS LOW AS $50 DOWN

KNIGHT MCTOR COMPANY
2854 Park Avenue
OPEN EVENINGS TIL 9 P.M.

67-8332 — Phone — 62-0243

WIEDLEYILOS.

Dowling Joins
Cancer Society

NEW YORK — Monroe Dowling,
former Collector of Internal Reve
nue for the Third Revenue district of New York City, has joined the staff of the American Cancer Society as a national representative. He will specialize in Nesro affairs, according to Leonard
\'. Griffith, ACS director of field 1
srvices.
Dowling's work will involve re
cruiting and training of volunteer
workers and leaders from the Ns
gro population at large and from
Negro organizations.
Dowling is married and has a
son, 21, a Harvard senior. Dowl
ing wa.; an army captain during
World War II.
Not counting the recently Install
ed TV antenna on its tower, th.
Empiric State building rises to a
height of 1,248 feet.

ER
AD
RE
T
PALMIS
AND ADVISOR

Special Reading Half-Priced
FIRST TIME IN YOUR CITY OR COUNTY
Satisfaction Guaranteed Or No Charge!
She does what others
fail to do. You have
tried the rest, now
try the best. You've
heard her on the air,
you've seen her on
the screen, flaw see
her in person. One
sitting with her will
convince you that she
is for superior to any
other reader.

GALE TAYLOR

7th Daughter of 7th Generation, born with double
veil — LUCK - SUCCESS • HAPPINESS — asks no
questions — lucky days end lucky dates free with
each reading.

—IF YOU WISH TO—

Succeed hi business - have lova ones return - have
complete happiness - conquer your rivals - kaae geed
luck and succeed in marriage - know what you are
best suited for in life reading in reach of all.
DOWNTOWN FRAYSILIt.
PERMANENTLY LOCATED AT
UPSTAIRS
.10,0 HIGHWAY Si NORTH AT IrRAYSIR,
STORE•RIJOBY AND
OVER WESTERN AUTO SUPPLY
TRANSPORT
BASS
NAVAL
ON
MILLINGT
FRAYSER AND
DOOR. GALE TAYLOR IA
SUS STOPS Al PRAYSER AT
NOT IN

LOOK FOR SIGN

A TRAILER.

ALL WELCOME!

OPEN DAILY AND SUNDAY AT 9 A.M. TILL 9 P.M.

5

••••

16 TM-STATE DEFENDS

Lighting
Winners
Announced

Sat., Jan. 7, 1956

a

Mrs. William B. Fowler, chairman of City Beautiful Commission,
recently announced the winners in
the four divisions of the contest
sponsored by the Commercial Appeal and City Beautiful Commission.
Prizes were awarded at City
Beautiful headquarters Thursday,
Dec. 29.
RESIDENTIAL
First place, $50 given by the
Commercial Apnea 1, Thomas
DINNER WAS SERVED at the
Brown of 1860 LaPaloma; second
Mrs. Ann Hall, and Mrs. Prestituted for Rev. B. M. DenYMCA Christmas day for sevGreen and family, Mrs. Cora
place, $25 given by the Commerna Hutcherson, who was chief
dy bringing the address. Seen
eral needy families by the Malcial Appeal, Thsift Greene of 1293
Hill and family and Mrs. Iva
cook. There were 36 people
lory Knights, a charity orgaare Mrs. Hutcherson, Jonnie
Quinn; third place, $18 shoe cerFinney and family. Funds are
for the party, 28 of them chilnisation led by Harry Strong.
tificate, Levy's Ladies Apparel, A.
Carist, Alexander Deloach, jr.,
still needed to carry on the
Helping make possible the
dren wise have been deseries(
B. Hargraves of 1254 Quinn;
Elias Hutcherson, David Bramwork
of the Knights. Send to
cookin
g
and
serving of the
fourth place, $10 grocery certifiby their fathers. Rev. D. E.
lett, Harry Strong, Rev. D. E.
food were Mrs. Magelean Johnthe Mallory Knights at the Y.
cate, Robinson's Super Market,
Herring, chief of chaplains of
Herring, Mrs. Almary Hudson, Mrs. Martha Strong,
M. C. A. 254 S. Lauderdale,
Mrs. Rosie Anderson of 838 Josethe Veterans Benefit, Inc., subson
and family, Mrs. Odell
Memphis. (Coleman photo.)
phine; fifth place, pair of lamps
given by Koffman's Furniture co.,
Mr. Claudie Foster of 259 West
Fay; sixth place, 10 cases Coca
Cola, given by Coca Cola Bottling
Co., Mrs. J. D. Davis of 980 Woodlawn; seventh place, clothes hamper given by Bond's Variety Store,
Mrs. Jane F. Perry of 1395 Melrose Cove: eighth place, a barbecue set given by Pretti Bros. Super, Mrs. A. T. Martin of 28 S.
Parkway; ninth pllace, skirt material, Paul's Tailoring Shop, Mrs.
Melvin Hill of 1298 Williams; 10th
place, card table given by the ReBIDEW/iLIC DUEL Up and
848-B Walker, jumped t h a
liable Furniture co., Mrs. Marie
halfway out. Aubrey Jones, of
i dowil streets all over Memwhite handkerchief to whip has
Shipp of 303 W. Waldorf; 11th place
1413 Greenwood, lets the hands
phis there were such scenes
gun out. James Edward Reed,
$5 check, given by the Horn's Grokerchi
as this following the Christmas
ef
loose
as cowboy Da.
left, of 991.G LeMoyne drive,
cery, Mrs. Willie May Herron of
holiday as youngsters enjoyed
vid Henry Williams, of 851 D
started a lightning draw as the
1356 Quinn; 12th place, lamp giv; their cowboy togs. In this sethandkerchief started its fall
en by the Washington Furniture
Walker court, looks on. (Newto Marvell Simmons, right, of
and has his shooting irons
cal, Mrs. Lucinda McGhee of 1927
son Photo)
am.-Hubert; 13th place, four dinners
given by the Four-Way Grill, Mrs.
Alberta Allen of 1644 Hubert; 14th
VETERANS BENEFIT, INC.,
place, eight three months passes
ditorium on Dee. 16. All funds
veterans and their families.
organization and friends who
given by the Ace Theater, Mrs. ' of Memphis held its pre-Christ' Telephone seMce wag expand-' the matching outside
donated were given to needy
Shown are members of the
cable
nessee. More than $40 million was Sadie Thomas of 1918 Hubert 15th
mas
affair
at
attended the party.
Beale
Street
au;
od considerably in Memphis dur- 1 ties in numerous subdivisions,1 spent by
Southern Bell during the place, handy broiler given by Prete
lag 1953. A total of 10,151 teLe-1 which were erected to take _care year to expand and improve
its ti Bros. Super Market, Mrs. Joy
ones were added, Roy Freeman, of the unprecedented growth of service. Approximately $10 million Horne of 1248 Quinn;
16th !Ape,
Memph
is
and
its
fringe areas.
trict manager for Southern Bell
of such expenditure was made to step-on can given by Pretti Bros.
In March, the MUtual office, lo- provide moder
Ipboee so.. stated.
teleph
n
one service Super Market, John Blades of 1391
The Mother's Circle of St. SteMrs. Thornton gave a reading; I gram, told
This marked a continuation of cated in the White Station area, to man y thousands of farm fami- Quinn; 17th place, $5 cleaning cer- phen
the story of the Christ day at 11 o'clock
Missionary Bapitst church Sister Maborn
was
comple
ted;
and
in December. lies in the rural areas of the state. tificat
in the chure
, a solo; Mrs. Alber- child.
Rio largest telephone expansion
e, given by Lucky Strike had a pre-Yule program.
The pro- tine Hudson, a paper;
Mrs. M. Perry is circle president
As 1955 ends, Southern Bell re- Cleaners, Mrs. Ann F. Benson
program ever undertaken here. the EXpress office, located in
Mrs.
M.
gram
had as mistress of ceremon- Johnson. a solo.
A turkey dinner in the church Mrs. I. T. Felton, superintende
Owing the last 10 years, the num- Whitehaven. and the ELmwood of ports 740.815 telephones in service of 350 Dunlap; 18th place, a mir- ies Mrs.
nt
0, C. Crivens, wife of
Mrs. W. M. Fields. of Eastern dining room ended the
ber of telephones here has in- lice, located in Frayser, were corn- in that part of Tennessee which ror given by Jones Hardware, Mrs. the church
Mrs, L. Clear, secretary, and Mrs.
affair.
minister.
Star, honored guest for the procreased from 86.020 to 187,096, an pleted and placed in service. IV it serves. During tl- . last 10 years L. R. Wood of 707 Edith; 19th
The circle meets every Toes- M Johnson. reporter.
&crews of 217 1-2 percent. As the! sizeable addition to the downtown i this total has grown rapidly so that place, a camera given by Ed's
buildin
g
Court
at
201
ave.
is still it now is nearly 2 1-2 times the Camer Shop,
Ooonoorie growth o fthe area con.
Mrs. S. W. Mays of
a
Poufs, Mr. Freeman pointed out, in progress and when all the, 313,388 telephones that were in 1035 Alaska; 20th place, a crystal
equipm
ent
is
finally
install
ed
in
service
in Tennessee at the end relish dish given by Sam Fortas
Rae demand for telephone service
September, 1956, long distance set-- of 1945.
Furniture Co., Mrs. Josephine
anPsoteti to continue strongvice will be materially improved
Mr. Freeman stated that South- Hicks of 104) Speed; 21st place, a
A number of large construction for all this area.
ern Bell hopes to be able to con- Lazy Susan given by Prescott
isrojeces were completed in this
Memphis' telephone expansion tinue with lie broad expans
ion pro- Drug Store, James A Dewalt of
part of Tennessee during the past , during 1955 was a
part of a state- : grain during the coming year with 696 Edith;
22nd place, certificate
year and others now are it the wide program, which
during the the end in view of furnishing tele- for canned
Construction or planning stage. year resulted in
goods given by Laserthe addition of phone service to everyone within
ty Cash Grocery, Mrs. Louise Al.'
*rincipal among these were three l 43.421 teleph
ones to the Southern its areas desiring it at the earliest
rw central office buildings and I Bell exchanges throug
ston of 976 N. Montgomery; 23rd
hout Ten-I practicable date.
Place, case canned goods given by
Engleberg's Grocery, Edna Wilkins, of 188$ Boyle; 24th place,—box
(
-444t
stationery given by the Graham
Paper Co., Mrs. Catherine Carter. 2670 Supreme.
Twenty fifth place, towel set,
given by the Black and White
Stores, Mrs. Kermit Harris of 1391
Melrose Cove; 26th place, smoking
set given by Central Prescription shop, Mrs. A. J. Jackson of
1731 Swift; 27th place, cleaning
certificate given by Rankin's
cleaners, Mrs. Marcellas Feffries
of 2640 Supreme; 28th place, two
ice cube trays given by Sol Shankii
man Appliance Co., T. J. Loving
Right now at the peak of
of 964 Leath; 29th place, two bakThe Brentwood—Charcoal
the TV season we offer you
Finish
ing dishes given by Square Deal
peak savings on one of
Admiral's smartest new sets!
Grocery co., and $1 given by the
t
"\
• Double-bright 270
sq. in. aluminized
Standridge and Morris Grocery.
picture
tube • Optic Filter to
Mrs. Lester Snell of 1636 S. Main: ,
screen out glare, increa
se
30th place, mixing bowl set given
'f
detail • New power for
dependable, long-rang•
by Sterling Furniture Co., Samuel
performance • Also choice
D. Stelle of 899 E. Person; 31st
of grained mahogany
place, picture given by A. Schwab I
or blonde finishes. All
this, plus matching stand
Department store, Annie L. Byrdi
at no extra coat to you.
Act, this offer is limite
of 1272 Brown.
d.
DOORWAYS
First place, set of dishes given
by Fitzgerald Furniture co., l'itn-1
othy Carr of 964 N. Claybrook;
second place, Silver Compote given by Dreifus Jewelry Co., Mrs.
E. G. Horne of 1722 Greenview;
third place. iron given by Katz
Drug Co., Benny Perry of 1285
Williams; fourth place, lamp given by Roy Good Furniture Co.,
Mrs. F. H. Gray, of 1810 Green- .
view; fifth place, cleaning certificates given by Shaw's Cleaners, •
Effie L. Williams, 2572 Supreme;
sixth place, Television lamp given
by the Statler Furniture co., Marcella Peterson, 258 W. Fields; seventh place, a door knocker given
1
by the Lamar Hdw. store, Susie
May Johnson, 1519 Brookins, and
eighth place, a gourmet set given
by Perel and Lowenstein's, Irene
New Guinn, 1390 Grand.
CHAMPIONSHIP
Twenty five dollars given by
Act now and you'll save
Universal Life Insurance compaon Admiral's finest
console!
ny; $23 given by National Burial
• Lighted Dial so
you
can
tune in a darkened room.
Insurance co and $10 given by
• Giant 270 sq. in.
WDIA, Ruth Anderson, 1399 Melpicture tube aluminized for
double-brightness . .
rose
B o
Optic Filtered against glare.
• Admiral's extra
Cove.BLOCK
-powerful Super Cascode
Chassis.
Ten dollars given by T. H. Hayes
The Morocco ... in
mahogany or blonde finish.
and Sons; $5 given by Klondyke
Liquor store; $5 given by Banner
Laundry, $5 given by Memphis
Bail Bond Agency, Melrose.

r

Phone Service Expanded Here During 1955

E's

Mothers Circle Event Held At St. Stephen

BRAND NEW 1956

Admiral irbtit•WONDER

vir BUYS!

/
1
7995

NEW YEAR'S SALE
1956

with TOP FRONT Tuning

GIANT

with FREE $14.95 Stand!

OLDS, MERCURYS, PONTIACS
PLYMOUTHS and DESOTOS

More Than 175 New Cars To Choose From

Celebrating Admiral's
5-MILLIONTH TV SET!

START RIGHT
BE HAPPY
DRIVE A NEW CAR HOME

d11.•

NOWA

*Lowest Down Payments
*Longest Terms

21" deluxe Console

Year's BIGGEST Trade-In!

"See Charles Washburn
Your Colored Sales Manager"

IMMOBILE SALES
COMPANY

"South's Largest Plyrnouth-DeSoto Dealer"
309 Union
•

ir

'

Phone IA. 3-1381

21" Tit

Has Plan For
Racial Goodwill
Robert A Tribble, white, of 3207
Southern ave.. a retired I. C. railroad agent and telegraph operator
has a plan for moulding goodwill
between the races.
He proposes to form an international fraternity — Upsilon Lambda and an international sorority —
Theta Sigma for all races and
creeds. He also proposes to organize a society for all children
— The Theettes. His plan has ally been endorsoAl-..W'

Lighted
TOP FRONT
TUNING

COLLINS & FREEMAN
LOCATIONS & PHONES:

No. 1 1 N. Third
- JA 5-6137 $1000 BILL
No. 2 1624 Union - BR 6-6348 FREE!
$100.00
No. 3 525 S. Highland - 33-8587
WITH PURCHASE
OF
OR
MORE
BRING THIS COUPON

•

